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PREFACE 

The process of thought applied to establish a thesis topic has been one of 
non-acceptance of the situations on face value. As such the future profitability of the 
Nissan Stamping Plant has been considered. A mental model has been established in 
the authors mind that a definite problem exists within this area. 

This has led to the formulation of a framework that can be used to handle the problem 
of low profits that will eventually lead to the closure of the operation. 

Status-Quo has remained within the operations for almost 25 years, but now changes in 
Government Legislation pose threats. This leads to the question of how can the profits 
be improved. 

The framework was built around a philosophy of continual search for the truth. The 
scientific method has been applied to understand the theories of a single or double loop 
response whilst proceeding through the Plan, Do, Check, and Action cycle. The basic 
structure of the study can be seen as follows: 

Chapter 1 - Introduction 

a) Historical and present situation. 
b) Complication 
c) Question that needs to be answered. 

Chapter 2 - Framework 

d) 	 Establish a framework to enable an answer to be found to the question posed. 

Chapter 3 - Abductive Reasoning 

e) Determine best list of potential reasons for question posed. 
f) Apply techniques to determine the most plausible reasons. 
g) Establish the three most plausible raasons. 

Chapter 4 - Deductive Reasoning 

h) Examine the three reasons (Hypothesise) to determine if they prove to be 
problems in their own right. 

ii) Predict that they therefore are/are not causing the original question to be posed. 

Chapter 5 - Inductive Reasoning 

j) 	 Determine if the predictions in chapter 4 are proven to be correct. 

Chapter 6 - Conclusions 

k) 	 If the predictions are correct then suggest the best way to correct the problem 
indicated in the main question posed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

The company to be examined was initially formed in 1977 as Steelmobile 
Engineering (Pty) Ltd with the express purpose of supplying stamped automotive 
panels to Datsun/Nissan South Africa, and also to manufacture an order of 10 
000 I.S.0 containers for Safmarine. The latter activity required the establishment 
of a semi green field operation to be introduced next to the Stamping Plant. 

Between 1977 and 1982 the company continued to operate under this name, but 
expanded it's customer base to include Alpha Romeo, Ford, Volkswagen, Delta, 
etc., and eventually supplied panels to every motor manufacturer in South Africa, 
with the exception of Mercedes Benz. 

In 1982 a subsidiary division was purchased in Uitenhage mainly to service the 
Ford operation in Port Elizabeth. In 1986 Ford left Port Elizabeth to merge into 
the Samcor (Pretoria) operation and the Uitenhage branch closed due to 
logistical problems in late 1986. Also in 1986, the ownership of the plant 
changed from Messina Mining to San lam and the main operation became Nissan 
South Africa at this stage, Steelmobile Engineering ceased to exist and it 
became part of the Sanlam financed Automakers Group operating as Nissan 
Stamping Plant. 

The I.S.O container project was completed and Plant 2 then went into 
manufacture of military vehicles, but with the relaxation of the border 
confrontations, this business could not maintain its viability. The plant now 
manufactures sub-assemblies for the Nissan body shop on an over-flow basis. 

In 1987/8 the company began to experience massive losses and by then was 
only supplying Nissan and Samcor. The Samcor business was not seen to be 
profitable and they were committing all sheet metal to import in future. On the 
basis of these facts, we shed the business and retrenched 40% of our workforce 
in 1992. This forced a major re-think and consolidation of our organisation and 
along with a restructuring at the top, the company is making small profits in 1995 
for the first time in approximately seven years. 

Although on face value it seems irresponsible for Nissan South Africa to have 
continued with an operation making losses, it must be understood that they 
generated savings for themselves by not importing components with 110% import 
duties placed on them. 

1.2 EXISTING SITUATION 

The company presently employs 700 people and 95% of the business is with 
Nissan South Africa, the other 5% is export of BMW and Fiat components. The 
basic process that takes place is the transformation of steel sheets into 
automotive body components. 
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This is achieved via a series of operations through stamping presses which have 
the ability to open and close. Each component has moulds or dies manufactured 
to suit the required stage and these are quickly interchangeable within the 
stamping presses. 

Within the press shop there are 32 stamping presses with a pressing capacity 
ranging from 250 tons to 2500 tons which are processing 100 tons of sheet steel 
per day on a 2 shift basis. The profitability of the Stamping Plant has been 
unsatisfactory to the Directors and Shareholders of Automakers for many years. 
The expectation has been a return on sales of 5 to 6% and a return on assets 
employed of 20% i.e. an asset turn of 4. The achieved figures have been as 
follows: 

RETURN ON SALES RETURN ON ASSETS 
92/3 -8% - 12% 

93/4 -2% - 8% 

94/5 +2% - 2% 

95/6 +3% +10% 


Although improvements are evident this is still not acceptable. 

1.3 CONCERN 

In the past the Automotive and Component Industry has been protected by import 
tariffs of 110%. This is presently sitting at 70% for components and will reduce 
eventually to 40% as per the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs, which is a 
trade agreement signed by most Countries in the World. 

South Africa has been officially deemed a Developed Country as apposed to a 
Developing Country which means it must compete in its own right with the major 
powers in the world. Basically trlis means that any major form of protectionism 
has been removed and local components need to be more competitive than 
before. This is further aggravated by the low volumes causing high absorption 
rates in regards to tooling costs. 

As such selling prices need to be reduced to maintain not only the competitive 
edge against imports, but to match the activities of other producers. They will be 
forced into the same scenario and will surely improve their situation out of 
necessity. If selling prices are reduced without corresponding decreases in cost 
the profitability of the operation will decline to unacceptable levels. 

1.4 qUESTION 

The need to sustain and improve profitability is driven by the desire to survive. If 
this is not done successfully the potential future of the operation can be seen to 
be in jeopardy. It is necessary at this stage to form a framework to examine the 
possibility of preventing the potential closure of the operation. The framework in 
use must have the ability to provide an answer to the problems. The answer will 
take the form of recommendations for the future that have the best chance of 
success available at this stage. This will facilitate the potential to answer the 
question how do we sustain and improve profits? 
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CHAPTER 2 


FRAMEWORK 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 


Having established that the profits of the operation are in danger a remedy or 
solution needs to be sought. If this is not successfully obtained the Company will 
eventually close in the face of increased competition. It is vital to approach the 
solution to the problems within a framework that will be the vehicle to lead to 
proposed solutions. 

The Framework must have the ability in a controlled manner to suggest potential 
reasons for the low profits, test them in their own right and determine whether the 
problem can be solved in that manner. 

Firstly the philosophy underlying will be discussed and then the methodology to 
be applied. Finally the techniques to be utilised during the study will be 
examined to enable a clear framework of approach to be established. 

2.2 PHILOSOPHY 

To develop the philosophical overview of the thesis, reference will be made to 
Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914)CD. Whilst Peirce did not publish a clear and 
concise summary of papers regarding his work he is regarded as a leader in the 
field of philosophy. This has led to papers being produced on a regular basis 
regarding his work and the interpretation of his meanings. 

One of the more comprehensive explanations of Peirces works can be seen in 
Charles Peirces theory of scientific method by Francis E Reilly (1970)CD. Peirce 
developed a comprehensive philosophical basis for scientific enquiry. He states 
that any enquiry starts with a doubt and ends with a belief - this can also be 
deemed to be a Question and Answer. 

A pragmatic approach would be to pursue the love of knowledge and satisfy 
belief through experience. Whilst searching for this belief or answer a pragmatist 
would be prepared to pursue actual experimentation. During the experimentation 
all avenues would be prepared to be examined and cast aside if needed in the 
search for rational meaning. This is a means of grasping the real truth. Alan 
Mumford also discusses pragmatism in his paper Learning Style and Learning 
Skills.® Here he identifies 4 distinct types of learning skills. 

a) Activists 	 They enjoy the here and now experience. 
b) Reflectors 	 They like to stand back and ponder on experiences. 
c) Theorists 	 They like to make things tidy and neat and fit into 

pre-conceived rules. 
d) Pragmatist 	 They positively search out new ideas and see problems 

as a challenge. 

The similarity between the two concepts can be seen. A pragmatist will 
continually search for answers to a doubt by searching for problems to be solved. 

Pierce further states that during the enquiry process a disciplined methodology 
must be applied and he describes 4 methods of achieving this. 
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a) The method of Tenacity 

This relies on mainly verbal information gathered from other sources through 
daily experiences. This information can be used to obtain fixation of a belief. 
The information would be used to determine a solution to a problem and has not 
been tested. 

b) Method of Authority 

Here the rules and requirements of an existing system or organisation are 
accepted. Therefore if that is forced upon an individual it will be used as a 
solution or answer. Again testability of the solution has not occurred and may 
not necessarily provide the current answers. 

c) Method of Apriority 

This method relies on the acceptance of a series of Axioms gathered from other 
sources or experts. These then tend to be sifted and applied to the problem. 
Here the actions themselves are not tested therefore the method and solution 
would prove to be unreliable. 

d) The Method of Science 

Here Peirce describes the 4th way of setting opinions. This method is based on 
the application of rigour. Rigour being described as the Precise formulation of 
method, something clear and definite, testable and repeatable. A pragmatic 
philosophy has driven the desire to generate this study and will be applied 
throughout. As a means of enquiry the method of science will be applied in a 
methodical and rigorous manner. The process is illustrated in figure 1. 

Raise Concern 04-4-----, 

~ 
Formulate method 

~ 
Clearly Conduct 

Investigation 
Pragmatic 
Philosophy~ 

Analyse 
Rigorous 
Methodology ~ 

Propose Solution 

Test JOlution 

~ 
*OK 

~ 
Fixation of Belief 

Figure 1 

* The options of the answer being not O.K. will be examined in the final 
framework model, 
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2.3 METHODOLOGY 


A stated in 2.2 the pragmatic philosophy of fixing a belief and satisfying that 
belief is to be employed. The method of science will be used, but within that 
maxim a method of procedure needs to be determined. 

We need to determine what we think is causing the problem. Then determine and 
predict in its own right if it is or not and finally test or determine if it is causing the 
problem. These are requirements to suit the scientific method and must be 
followed in a rigorous manner. 

Peirce contains in his proposals that the 3 stages of reasoning are determined as 
Abductive, Deductive and Inductive reasoning and can be described as follows: 

2.3.1. 	Abductive Reasoning 

The reasoning process of Abduction has no strict rules of procedure though it 
contains certain requirements for its successful conclusion. The basic theory of 
Abduction leads to an explanatory hypothesis or case taking cognisance of the 
result and rule presented in the situation. 

It is the first step or explanatory phase of a scientific investigation. Pierce states 
that Abduction is a term used to designate the mental activity that is formedCD. 

It is critical when formulating an Hypothesis that it has testability and therefore a 
potential of success. 

Prior To Formulation Of Explanatory Hypothesis 

To formulate an explanatory hypothesis through an abductive process a 
pragmatic approach is natural because the need for knowledge is a pre-requisite 
and Peirce states that all knowledge whatever comes from observationCD. This 
constitutes not only knowledge of the present activities, but also knowledge of 
past experiences. 

Observation can be deemed to be a perception with thought, and analysis and is 
an act of voluntary attentive experience usually with some, often with great effort. 
It is critical to join experience with reasoning and also to fully understand how 
ones own perception or world view is influencing the observation. 

Formulating An Explanatory Hypothesis 

Peirce terms abduction as the mental activity by which an hypothesis is formed 
and says that abduction furnishes the reasoner with the problematic theory which 
induction verifies. Further to this an hypothesis can be proposed as a possible 
event 'likely explain an experience. Two basic rules suggested by abduction 
regarding hypothesis are: 

1) 	 An explanatory hypothesis renders the observant facts necessary or 
highly possible and; 
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2) 	 An explanatory hypothesis deals with facts which are different from the facts to 

be explained and are frequently not capable of being directly observed, but could 
be observed in a more analysed set of occurrences. 

For the pragmatist it is vital to realise that the means of hypothetical influence 
and its conclusion cannot both be observed together therefore making it critical 
for the reasoner to stay clear of pre-conceived end-results. 

Requirements For Choosing An !-tvpothesis 

The most important requirement which an hypothesis must have is testability as 
previously stated. It must be possible to evaluate the proposed theories and 
eliminate the unsuitable hypothesis whilst in the abductive phase without needing 
to test them. At this phase the economies of money, time and energy i.e. the 
resource availability must be taken into consideration. 

Whilst testing several hypothesis the choice of order of merit can be pertinent to 
the situation, a generic test may eliminate more than 1 theory and is a preferable 
starting point. It will always be a personal choice again based on experience and 
personal values. A good hypothesis for testing is one that can be disproved with 
ease. Also at this stage the effects of an hypothesis need to be considered in 
the larger system as it would react to other elements as shown. All things being 
equal an experienced observer will surely hit upon a correct hypothesis sooner 
than the inexperienced observer. 

The logic of abduction can be described as pragmatism as it supplies the right for 
the admissibility of a hypothesis. In figure 2 we can see that the transformation 
process to turn the problem into a solution is complex. Within the transformation 
process are many critical' process and the one with the most direct influence on 
the output must be selected. 

Selected Hypothetical 
Reason 

Problem 
II

Correct 
Solution 

Figure 2 

Once a hypothesis has been sele¢e,d the deductive reasoning can be examined. 
The potential hypothetical reasonl8J is not as suitable as it demonstrates a less 
direct influence on the required outcome of a correct solution. 

2.3.2 	 Deductive Reasoning 

The deductive phase of a process deals with speculation by predicting the results 
from the hypothesis. During this testing phase 3 rules need to be considered. 
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1) 	 The hypothesis should be distinctly put as a question before making 

observation which are to test its truth. In other words we must try and see 
what the consequence of predictions from the hypothesis will be. 

2) 	 We must not take a particular kind of prediction for which the hypothesis is 
known to be good. 

3) 	 The failures as well as the successes must be honestly noted. The whole 
proceeding must be fair and honest. 

Also the inquirer must be so detached from his hypothesis to make repeated 
attempts to refute it. The testing phase starts by examining the hypothesis and 
then gathering the experiential consequence that would follow from its truth. 

That is in the example shown "possibly I touched the heater and it did/did not 
feel warm." This step Peirce terms the process of deduction. 

Deduction then is an unfolding of experiential consequence from an explanatory 
hypothesis or prediction of reality. Its main function being to justify the 
hypothesis by drawing experienced consequences from it. 

The deductive process in a scientific inquiry must terminate with genuine 
predictions of the if-would variety. The deductive phase of an enql..Iiry 
investigation terminates with observable predictions which have been drawn-up 
from the explanatory hypothesis. It must now be seen if the predictions come 
true which is the following phase. 

The theory of deductive reasoning can be seen in the following example: 

Main problem A broken heater can cause a cold room 
Situation The heater islis not broken 
Prediction The room is likely to be cold due to a broken heater 

Once the hypothesis has been tested and its potential effect on the problem 
determined inductive reasoning can be applied. 

2.3.3 	 Inductive Reasoning 

After establishing that the predictions are likely to be causing the problem they 
can be tested in the inductive phase. Therefore, the success of that prediction is 
evaluated within this process. 

The theory of inductive reasoning can be seen as follows: 

Situation 	 The heater is broken 
Main problem 	 The room is cold. 
Prediction to be proven The heater could be causing a cold room. 

Once the prediction is proved to be having an effect recommendations can be 
listed for a change to occur in that area. 
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Therefore we see at this stage that Peirces theory of reasoning will be used as in 
figure 3: 

Abductive Reasoning 

Deductive Reasoning 

InducJve Reasoning 

Recommendations 

Figure 3 

Whilst building the framework using the route of Abductive, Deductive and 
Inductive reasoning within the philosophical framework the assumption of 
success only has been examined. 

What happens if this is not the case? If during the reasoning an entity is 
disproved this surely generates a re-visit at the some place in the framework 
itself. Chris Argyris describes this process as follows showing the difference 
between double and single loop learning techniques. 

HYPOTHESIS 

DESIRED 
RESULT 

I 

DOUBLE LOOP LEARING I~~"MO'"OF 
SITUATION f-c - - - - - - - - r 

GAP
i 

SINGLE LOOP LEARNING 

I 

• 
ACTION 

- -

i 

- - -

SITUATION 

- - - - - -

ACTUAL 
RESULT 

Once a Mental Model of a situation is set an action is started from concerns and 
questions raised. The process of reasoning is applied using whichever method 
is preferable to the role player which leads to an actual results or answer. 

If a difference is apparent between the original desired result and actual result 
two courses of response are possible. 
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First is the more traditional style of single loop learning to close the feedback 
loop. This involves revisiting the action taken and adjusting to close the 
hypothesis gap. This is virtually forcing the situation to change to suit the Mental 
Model in use. 

Secondly the learning loop can be closed using the double loop learning 
process. This involves re-visiting the Mental Model in use and re-adjusting the 
expected desired result with view to the learning process which has given the 
actual result. This adjustment process may involve the removal of that aspect 
entirely if the perspectives within potential Mental Models cannot cater for the 
gap removal. 

To clarify in terms of the framework: 

If during the inductive or deductive phase the hypothesis selected is deemed 
unacceptable a re-selection would need to take place. This is single loop 
response which re-examines the initial actions and reflects. If the effects i.e. 
inductive phase the effect is disproved then we need to re-visit the mental model 
in place whilst passing the major and minor premises. This is what Argyris refers 
to a double loop response. Revans in the managerial alphabet (See appendix 1) 
through his system BETA model® displays the same thoughts as can be seen in 
figure 4. 

CONCEPTUAL CREATMlY· SINGLE LOOP LEARlIING 

I 1)r 
FIRST NEW FJELD SECOND

TRIAL---Jio- STAGE IDEA .. --.. CHECK .. STAGE 
ACTION 

EXPERIMENT EVALUATION - DOUBlE LOOP LEARNING 

SYSTEM BETA 

Figure 4 

He demonstrates through the model a continual single loop response with a 
double loop response potential. If we combine the areas examined at this stage 
through the pragmatic philosophy and methodologies discussed we see the 
framework as in figure 5: 
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RAISE CONCERNS..-------------, 

+ RE-EXAMINE MODEL 
ESTABLISH MENTAL 

MODEL OF PROBLEM 

R -SELECT 1 + 
ABDUDCTIVE REASONING 

SCIENTIFIC 
METHOD HYPOTHESIS+ 

+ 
DEDUCTIVE REASONING 

SINGLE 
LOOP 
RESPONS

7R~ 
NOT 

SOLUTiON PROVEN PROVEN 

I (FIXATION OF' 
, BELIEF) ... 

RECOMMENDATiON 

+ 
IMPROVE 

+ 
SOLVE 

+ 
LOOK FOR OTHER 

PROBLEMS 


DOUBLE PRAGMATIC 
LOOP 
RESPON HILOSOPHY 

CONTINUALL Y 
QUESTION 

RIGOROUS 
METHODOLOGY 

FIXATION OF BELIEF 

Figure 5 

We have now fixed a belief in a problem selected a scientific approach and 
proceeded with the reasoning. If during the process something is disproven a 
revisit to the hypothetical reasons would be a single-loop response. If we cannot 
determine a fixation of belief regard the solution a re-visit to the mental model 
would be required via a double-loop response to examine if it is correct. 

2.4 TECHNIQUES 

Having set an understanding of the process of reasoning we needed to examine 
the process that will take place within each step. The techniques are examined 
as follows: 

Shewart (Demming) See Appendix 2 

Through the original work of Demming the Shewart cycle has gained wide 
recognition (particularly in Japan) as a live model for learning. Figure 6 
examines the basic steps as follows: 

Plan Plan what needs to be done 
Do Take the action planned 
Check Check the results of the action against what has been 

planned. 
Action Establish the changes necessary and implement 
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RE-PLAN 


P LAN 
r 
ACTION DO 

CHECK J"

Figure 6 

Although demonstrating a closed model it is in theory a never-ending spiral 
leading to continuous improvement. 

HANDY (See Appendix 3) 

Handy states that the theory of learning is examined as being the method of 
continually answering questions posed and not just the transfer of knowledge®. 
He also generates a learning wheel which whilst using different terminology has 
the same basic steps of the P.D.C.A cycle as seen in figure 7. 

(QUESTlO\ 

REF~ TEST~EORY 

Figure 7 

During the questioning stage one would need to plan and whilst establishing the 
theory the Do activities would be required. Testing or checking become the 
same activities and during reflection the re-establishment of actions would need 
to take place. 

MUMFORD (See appendix 4) 

Whilst defining learning styles Mumford refer to Kolbs research regarding the 
learning wheel as seen in figure 8. 
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CONCRETE (A) 

( EXPERIENCE '\ 

TESTING (C) OBSERVE (P) 
IMPLICATIONS REFLECT 

\ )
FORMULATION 
OR ASSTRACT 
CONCEPT (0) 

Figure 8 

Although rotated at 90° the 4 stages of the wheel again can be clearly related to 
the P.D.C.A cycle. Kolb states 4 main points in relation to learning styles: 

• It begins with a here and now experience. 

• It follows with a collection of data and observations. 
• It contains an analysis of that data. 
• It reaches the final stage with modification of behaviour or belief. 

Again re-confirming the P.D.C.A 4 stage activity of learning. So within each area 
of abductive, deductive and inductive phase we will follow the following process: 

a) Plan the route to be taken 

b) Observe and collate the facts 

c) Check the observable facts against expectations 

d) Analyse and formulate an action on how to proceed. 


This is illustrated in figure 9 

R E COM MEN 0 A T 10 N S 

INDUCTIVE 
REASONING 

Figure 9 
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If the techniques examined above are inserted into the framework the final product is 
seen in figure 10. 

EXISTING SlTUA TlON , 
DE·STABILISE MENTAL MODEL , 

EXPOSE PROBLEM , 
RAISE CO NCER N , 

ASK QUESTION 

ABDUCTION / DEDUCTION 

FIXATION OF 

BELIEf 


• SINGLE LOOP RESPONSE 

Figure 10 

2.5 SUMMARY 

In figure 11 we can examine the basic principles behind the framework to be 
used. 

r PLAN 

DO 

~ 

DISPROVEN 

DOUBLE 
LOOP 
RESPON$ 

RE·VISIT ABDUCTION 
HYPOTHESIS. 

RECOMMEND 

SOLUTION SITUATION 

~ ~ 
RE·VISITSOLUTION PROVEN SOLUTION NOT PROVEN 

/'" , MENTAL MODEL 

PHILOSOPHY 

TECHNIQUES 

Figure 11 

The following sections will lead to a solution to the basic problem exposed which 
is profits are too low. 
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The steps to be used will be to proceed logically through the Abductive, 
Deductive and Inductive phases of reasoning using the techniques demonstrated 
in the framework. 

Finally recommendations will be put forward in proven areas where problems 
occur. If areas are not proven to be the case of the problem a re-visit to the 
original mental model must occur to re-examine the whole concept in question. 

It is not the intention to disprove the framework as this will now be used in total 
confidence. 
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CHAPTER 3 


ABDUCTIVE REASONING 
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3.1 	 INTRODUCTION 

A Framework is now established to enable the inquiry process to begin. If we 
consider the result that profits are low we need to establish how this could be 
occurring i.e. the rules to be applied. We can then search for the most probable 
rules after testing and present them as hypothesis. The following process will be 
followed: 

Plan Determine thl:f techniques and approach to be taken 
Do Collect the observable facts 
Check 	 Test with techniques available 
Analyse Analyse and propose further actions 

From this procedure the hypothesese will be selected through a process of 
abductive reasoning. 

3.2 	 PLANNING 

The techniques to be applied have been selected to produce the hypotheses with 
the most potential for success as a cause of low profits. This will be applied as 
follows: 

a) 	 The suitability of an hypothesis will be rated as seen in Charles Peirce's theory 
of scientific methods- Francis Reilly (1970).00 

b) 	 To understand the vertical relationship and grouping of ideas an affinity 
diagram will be constructed. 

c) 	 To understand the influence of the relationships of ideas an 
Interrelationship digraph will be drawn. This will then be transferred to a 
matrix diagram to highlight these relationships. 

d) 	 A Questionnaire will be constructed and distributed to the key personnel to 
determine ratings on their thoughts of causes for low profits. 

e) 	 All ratings from the previous four processes will be summarised for final 
hypotheses to be selected. 

We can now proceed to collect observable data. 

3.3 	 DO (DETERMINATION OF RULES) 

At this stage an infinite number of reasons for low profits can be considered to be 
present. The task on hand therefore is to determine a number of the most 
probable for examination. 

The objective at this stage is to search for the 3 most probable hypotheses from 
a selection that gives the best representation. The decision was taken to form a 
team for selection purpose comprising of a x-section of members within the 
organisation as follows:@ 

http:1970).00
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P Elliott 
W Moller 
K Berndt 
J Roztocil 
T Kucera 
P Mabena 

General Manager 
Plant Engineer 
Logistics Manager 
Production Manager 
Chief Inspector 
Tool Setter 

The General Manager (the Author) chaired a series of meetings in an attempt to 
generate open thinking. The group finally determiiled that 24 hypothetical 
reasons should be analysed. These are as follows: 

a) No return investments into people 
b) Wrong business to be in 
c) Wrong Organisation 
d) Expectations too high 
e) Productivity is low 
f) Costing methods wrong 
g) Age of workforce 
h) Bad customer service/relations 
I) Stock too high 
j) Education of workforce too low 
k) Insufficient feedback via visual management 
I) Low motivation 
m) Stock flow wrong (bad planning) 
n) Insufficient training 
0) Bad attitude to suppliers 
p) Old technology 
q) Lack of purchasing control 
r) Environment 
s) Bad management 
t) Material usage not controlled 
u) Excessive breakdowns 
v) Unreasonable legislation 
w) Wrong materials used 
x) Business mix is wrong 

These are not in order of priority, but were deemed to be the most probable 
causes by a process of consensus. 

3.4 CHECK (APPLY TECHNIQUES) 

3.4.1 Hypothesis Suitability 

To test the suitability of the 24 causes established the techniques previously 
described in regarding Peirces thoughts on the subject were utilised. He states 
that a hypothesis must have the following qualities. 

a) Must have testability/verifiability. - It must be of such a nature in its content 
that it can be tested. 
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b) 	 Must have resources available. - The means the resources required to test 
the hypotheses must be available whether that is time, money etc. 

c) 	 Must have a chance of being proven false. - It has not been 
selected because it is known to be a certainty. 

d) 	 Must have a relevance to other elements. - It must not stand in isolation, but 
if proven it must have effects on other systems. 

e) 	 It is broken into its smallest elements. - It can be examined as a whole 
without further breakdown of elements. If it needs to be broken down it 
cannot be tested as a whole. 

f) 	 It leaves open a great field of possibility. - It has various means of testability 
therefore increasing its potential for that testability. 

g) 	 It is based on common-sense. 

h) 	 It contains an element of generalisation. - It has the opportunity to change 
or expand if required. 

I) 	 It is beyond the control of reason that it is not the total necessary 
conclusion of an inference. - That is to say that the hypotheses is deemed 
to be correct due to decisions taken before testing. 

j) 	 It has some newness or originality. 

k) 	 It is interpretative. - It describes clearly what it contains and the role it plays 
in the larger picture. 

Using these as a criteria a matrix was formed (See Appendix 5) Each proposed 
hypotheses was rated as 1 if suitable or 0 if not. The following results were 
obtain. 

Score Description 

11 	 Wrong Organisation 

Productivity is low 

Stocks too high 

Stocks flow wrong (bad planning) 

Insufficient feedback loops 


10 	 Costing methods wrong 

Age of workforce 

Bad Customer Service 

Education low 

Low motivation 

Lack of purchasing control 

Usage not controlled 

Wrong materials used 
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9 	 No return investment into people 

Excessive breakdowns 

Unreasonable legislation 

Excessive scrap 

Excessive rework 


8 	 Expectations too high 

Insufficient training 

Old Technology 

Environment unsuitable 

Business mix is wrong 


7 	 Bad Management 

6 	 Wrong business to be in 

Bad attitude to Suppliers 


It is important to note at this point that the successful rating of an idea as a 
hypothesis has been tested and not the idea itself. 

3.4.2 	 Affinity Diagram (See Appendix 6) 

The basic process to be applied is as follows: 

a) Form team (formed at observation stage) 

b) Generate ideas (completed in observation phase) 

c) Create cards and organise in groups - (See Appendix 7) 

d) Create header cards for each group 

e) Draw final affinity diagram - (See Appendix 8) 


The objective here is to determine how the 24 hypotheses fall into categories. 
When this is established the category can be determined as follows: 

a) The external environment 
b) Stock flow wrong 
c) Quality problems 
d) People problems 
e) Wrong business to be in 
f) Maintenance problems 
g) Bad Management 
h) Loner - Costing method is wrong 

If we consider there are 24 hypothesis put forward we can see the number 
applied in each group. 

a) 4 
b) 3 
c) 3 
d) 6 
e) 1 
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f) 2 
g) 4 
h) 1 

24 

This information or result will be used in the final summary as a weighted factor 
therefore the weighting percentage are as follows: 

a) The External Environment = 16,7% 
b) Stock flow wrong = 12,5% 
c) Quality Problems = 12,5% 
d) People Problems = 2,5% 
e) Wrong business to be in = 4,2% 
f) Maintenance problems = 8,4% 
g) Bad Management = 16,7% 
h) Loner - Cost = 4,2% 

3.4.3 	 Interrelationshi~ Digra~h 

The issue here is to determine the importance ranking of each hypothesis due to 
the degree of influence on others. The following criteria need to be fulfilled. 

a) 	 The issue would need to be sufficiently complex that relationships are difficult to 
determine - with the establishment of 24 possible hypothesis this is certainly the 
case. 

b) 	 The correct sequencing of management actions would be critical - not really so in 
the case, but important. 

c) 	 There needs to be a feeling present that the problem under discussion is only a 
symptom - if we still consider low profits as the driving factors and the result then 
yes these are the possible causes of the symptom. 

d) 	 There needs to be ample time available for the 1.0 to be done, reviewing it, 
modifying, and reviewing it again. Whilst it must be appreciated that Demmings 
Plan, Do, Check, Action cycle is continuous we can still assume that the time 
exists to complete and 1.0. of sufficient accuracy for our purpose. As such the 
1.0. requirements are met in at least 3 of the 4 areas of this study and we 
continued from this point. 

Assemble the right team 

After re-examining the credentials of the team used for the affinity diagram the 
decision was taken to retain the same members. 

Agreed upon issues/problems 

With the problems already being identified we took the following course of action: 
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1) Remove header cards from affinity diagram exercise if they were 

unique from the 1 st cut. 
created as 

2) Re-confirm from the A.D. exercise if any feeling permeated that items should be 
removed, the concerns being NO. 

3) Re-check if any additional items should now come into the exercise - the answer 
also being NO. 

Display the completed cards 

This action was not taken on a specific basis as the 1 st cut affinity diagram was 
available and could be used in a blown-up format as the picture formed. This 
also negated the need to distribute the cards on a random basis as the possible 
items with the greatest relationship were close to each other. The potential then 
exists to keep the 1.0. as tidy as possible. 

Unlike the A.D. at this stage intense discussion took place, but with a controlled 
time span regarding the relationships involved. 

Drawing of relationships 

Here the pure relationship of the cause ~ effect theory was applied. 
Starting at the top left corner the question was asked of the first items what other 
item do I cause? and what other items has an effect on me? As these points 
were asked of each item the relationship connectors and arrows were put in 
place as shown on the I.D (see Appendix 9) 

Analysis 
We then proceeded as follows to list the items involved and count the arrows 
coming into and out of each item (see Appendix 10) 

We then examined the priority listing by cause and effect. 

By cause (Out) By Total 

1) 
2) 

3) 

Stock flow wrong (11) 
Wrong material used (6) 
No return investment on people 
Insufficient Training (6) 
Expectations too high (4) 
Lack of Purchasing Control (4) 
Material usage not controlled (4) 
Low Motivation (4) 
Unsuitable Environment (4) 
Business mix is wrong (4) 
Bad Management (4) 
Insufficient Feedback loops (4) 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

Stock flow wrong (11) 
Low productivity 910) 
Low motivation (8) 
Bad Management (7) 
Material usage not controlled (6) 
Wrong materials usage (6) 
No return investment in people (6) 
Wrong business to be in (6) 
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If priority is given to items by cause the first 3 items to concentrate on became 
clear. If we determine that 7 items should be persued then the first 3 stand 
alone items should be extracted from the total listing to determine items 4,5,6 & 
7. As such the items in priority would be: 

1 ) Stock flow wrong 
2) Wrong materials used 
3) No return investment on people. 
4) Insufficient training 
5) Low Productivity 
6) Low Motivation 
7) Bad Management 

3.4.4 Prioritisation Matrices 

This technique is used when the following requirements need to be met. 

a) 	 Key issues have been identified and options must be narrowed down i.e. to 
establish ± 7 sound hypothesis from the generated listing of 24. 

b) 	 The criteria for good solutions have been agreed, but their priority cannot be 
reached by consensus. This is sound in fact if the 24 ideas could already be 
narrowed down to 3 then further studies would not be required. 

c) 	 There are limited resources available - the desire to reduce the items to 3 follows 
within the limitations of time existing in the study. 

d) 	 The options generated have strong interrelationships, this has been proven 
during the 10 process. 

e) 	 Generating options that have to be done, the formatting of the hypothetical 
premise must be acceptable to enable the deductive phase of the study to be 
commenced. 

The full analytical criteria method 

During the stages of agreeing on the ultimate goal the major premises set 
regarding profits are low is determined. 

A group discussion then took place to determine the criteria that the options 
should meet with the following outcome: 

a) It must be cost effective. 
b) It must be easily solvable. 

It must be important to the stakeholders i.e.: 
c) Clients 
d) Owners 
e) Actors 
f) It should be effected as soon as possible 
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The weighted importance of each criteria to each other was then established 
through a matrix using the following standards 

1 = Equally Important 
5 = Significally more important 
10 = Extremely more important 
1/5 = Significally less important 
1/10 = Extremely less important 

This was then tabulated for examination -(See Appendix 11). From this point the 
matrix can be converted to a decimalized system (See Appendix 12) 

The following process took place: 

All columns were added and then the sub totals added for the grand total. All the 
rows were then added and taken as a percentage of the grand total. it can be 
noted that the % figures are virtually the same as the row total - this is due to the 
co-incidence of the grand total being almost 100. 

The items by priority were then listed: 

1 st Important to the owners 29% 
2nd Important to the Actors 26% 
3rd It must be cost effective 24% 
4th Important by the Client 8% 
5th It should be effected AS.AP. 3% 
6th It must be easily solvable 2% 

Due to the very low rating involved in the 4th, 5th and 6th position it was decided 
to drop these three criteria from further consideration. 

From this point a matrix was produced to examine the importance of each subject 
to another in light of the criteria being considered. The first step being to 
establish a i:sting of options as used previously. 

The rules for each matrix were read across row A rating to B read column as 
inverse B rating to A 

A matrix was then formed for: 

Importance to Owners (See Appendix 13) 
Importance to Actors (See Appendix 14) 
Cost Effectiveness (See Appendix 15) 

With the exercise completed for the criteria and the options/subjects against the 
criteria the next stage was approached. The matrix was now produced that 2 
lists all the options on the vertical scale and the criteria across the horizontal 
scale. (See Appendix 16) 
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3.4.5 

The percentage ratings from Appendices 13, 14 & 15 can be entered into the 
relevant column and multiplied by the weighting factor from Appendix 12. The 
figures were then totalled to produce a final % of the grand total produced from 
totalling the columns. At this point the % were also converted to decimals. The 
list was then scanned to identify the seven top qualifying options by order. 

1 ) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

Item 
Costing method is wrong 
Wrong Organisation 
Low Productivity 
Low motivation 
Excessive scrap 
Insufficient Training 
Wrong business to be in 

Questionnaire Procedure 

Rating 
(.07) 
(.07) 
(.07) 
(.06) 
(.05) 
(.05) 
(0.044) 

To generate an understanding of the world views that existed in the company a 
questionnaire was developed, and issued to the following parties. 

Directors 
J van Heerden 
P Hood 
T Godycki 
B Moore 
K Kruger 
E Todd 
P Riley 

General Managers 
A Cramb 
N Weber 
T Laycock 
P Redhead 
J Mentz 
P Best 
C Dinham 
T Vente 
E Wilson 
M Lowe 

Managers 
P Harding 
D Sneygans 
L Kapp 
A Smith 
J Claassen 
J Roztocil 
J Weideman 

Purchasing 
Quality 
Engineering 
Human Resources 
Finance 
Manufacturing (Satellite Plant include Stamping Plant) 
Manufacturing Main Assembly Plant 

Nissan Plant Management System Introduction 
Body and Paint 
Overseas Purchases 
Purchasing 
Project Management 
Training 
Finance 
Trim and Mechanical 
Quality Control 
Trim Plant 

ISO 9002 
Body and Metal Finish 
Purchasing Agent 
Inventory Control 
Supervisor - Industrial Engineering 
Production Manager - Stamping Plant 
Paint Shop 
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Of the 24 questionnaires sent out a total of 21 were received back demonstrating 
not only support for the thesis, but also the potential plight of Stamping Plant's 
future. 

Three of the 21 returned were done on a confidential basis, but if one is allocated 
per area the percentage returns looked as follows: 

Issued Returned % 

Directors 7 6 86 
General Managers 10 9 90 
Managers 7 6 86 
Total 24 21 88 

Therefore, the results of the questionnaire can be deemed to the representative 
of the target population. 
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The questionnaire construction was as follows: 

Please indicate with A, B, C, D, E, F in box provided your opinion in priority of order the 
reasons for a possible lack of profit success of the NSP operations. 

1 ) Bad Management 11 

2) Wrong Organisation 11 

3) Age of Workforce 11 

4) Educational Levels 11 

5) Insufficient Training 11 

6) No Motivation 11 

7) Expectations too high 11 

8) No return investment into people 11 

9) Bad Customer relations 11 

10) Bad Customer attitude to Suppliers 11 

11 ) Old Technology 11 

12) Excessive Breakdowns (old equipment) 11 

13) Environment not suitable 11 

14) Wrong materials used (inferior quality) 11 

15) Lack of purchasing control 11 

16) Usage not controlled 11 

17) Stockholding too high/movement not controlled adequately 11 

18) Wrong business to be in 11 

19) Unreasonable legislation 11 

20) Business mix is wrong .~ 

21) Feedback loops insufficient 11 

22) Stock flows wrong (bad planning) 11 

23) Costing is incorrect by method 11 

24) Low Productivity 11 


If other please specify below 

Confidentiality preferred 11 

Confidentiality not preferred 11 


Name Position 


I would/would not be prepared to be interviewed regarding these issues. Please delete 
as applicable. 

Analysis 

A certain ambiguity existed in the questionnaire and as such certain responders 
answered with 1 A, 1B, 1 C etc. whilst other attempted to fill in all the blocks. 
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Logic would say that when all the blocks were attempted to be filled each items 
has the same choice or probability of being chosen - all blocks filled will be added 
to the outcome, the data are as follows: 

By Importance 
A B C D E F 

1 Bad Management 1 1 2 3 1 3 
2 Wrong Organisation 1 2 1 1 0 
3 Age of Workforce 2 3 2 3 1 0 
4 Educational Levels 3 3 1 2 1 2 
5 Insufficient Training 0 11 2 2 1 1 
6 No Motivation 1 1 2 1 2 0 
7 Expectations too high 1 1 2 1 2 0 
8 No return investment into people 0 1 3 1 2 3 
9 Bad Customer Relations 0 1 3 1 2 3 
10 Bad Customer Attitude to suppliers 0 0 4 1 2 1 
11 Old Technology 2 3 1 5 2 1 
12 Excessive Breakdowns 2 2 3 1 1 1 
13 Environment not suitable 1 1 2 0 5 0 
14 Wrong Materials Used. 2 5 2 1 2 0 

( scraplrework) 
15 Lack of Purchasing Control 0 1 3 3 1 1 
16 Usage not controlled 0 2 1 3 1 0 
17 Stockholding too high/not controlled 0 0 4 1 2 0 
18 Wrong business to be in 0 3 1 1 1 3 
19 Unreasonable Legislation 0 1 3 2 3 1 
20 Business mix is wrong 5 2 4 2 2 0 
21 Feedback loops insufficient 1 2 1 2 1 1 
22 Stock flows wrong 1 0 2 2 2 1 
23 Costing incorrect by method 4 0 2 2 1 1 
24 Low Productivity 2 0 2 2 1 1 

If we then search for the seven items by rating we see the following results: 

1 Business mix is wrong (66) 
2 Wrong materials used/inferior quality (52) 
3 Old Technology (51 ) 
4 Age of Workforce (46) 
5 Educational Levels (45) 
6 Costing incorrect by method (45) 
7 No motivation (43) 

3.4.6 Summary 

The following techniques have been examined to search for the most suitable 
hypotheses to pursue. 

1 Suitability for hypotheses criteria 
2 Affinity Diagram 
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3 Interrelationship digraph 
4 Full analytical criteria matrix method 
5 Questionnaire 

It is now pertinent to compare the results from item 1, 3, 4 & 5 to view the seven 
options that have been determined by priority. Also at this stage the % 
importance shown by item 2 per type of option must also be considered. The 
results are as follows: 

Technique 
Position 

Hypothesis Criteria Interrelationship 
Digraph 

Analytical 
Matrix 

Questionnaire 

1 Wrong Organisation Stock flow wrong Costing method 
is wrong 

Business mix is 
wrong 

.2 Low Productivity Wrong materials 
used 

Wrong 
Organisation 

Wrong materials 
used 

3 Stock too high No return 
investment 

Low Productivity Old Technology 

4 Stock flow wrong Insufficient Training Low motivation Age of workforce 
5 Insufficient feedback 

loop 
Low Productivity Excessive scrap Education levels 

6 Low motivation Insufficient 
training 

Costing method is 
wrong 

7 Bad Management Wrong business 
to be in 

Low motivation 

Non 
Determined Costing method 

wrong 2 
Age of workforce 1 
Bad Customer 
Service 0 
Education low 1 
Low Motivation 3 
Lack of Purchasing 
Control 0 
Wrong Materials 
used 2 
Usage not controlled 

o 
Affinity Diagram 

Weighting: 	 People Issues = 25% 

Stock Issues = 12,5% 

Management = 16,7% 

Quality = 12,5% 

Environment = 16,7% 

Maintenance = 8,4% 

Business = 4,2% 


To establish no 6 & 7 options of the hypothesis criteria the number of times it 
appears in other lists were taken into account and then weighted against the 
affinity diagram results as follows: 

Appearing Weighting Results 
Costing method is wrong 2 .1 =0.2 
Age of Workforce 1 xO.2 =0.2 
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Bad Customer Service o xO.06 =0 
Education Low 1 xO.2 =0.2 
Low Motivation 3 xO.2 = 0.6 
Lack of Purchasing Control o xO.12 =0 
Wrong materials used 2 xO.12 = 0.24 
Usage not controlled o xO.18 =0 

Position 6 & 7 could be filled by: 

a) Costing method is wrong 
b) Low motivation respectively 

Wrlilst striving to arrive at a final hypothesis set of 3 items for further use a list 
was produced highlighting the positions attained and scoring 7 for position 1 
down to 1 for position 7 etc. Then the weighting factor can again be applied 
regarding the affinity diagram results. 

As shown in table 1. 
Description No. Of Appearances Score 

Wrong Organisation (1x 7) + (1x6) 13 
Low Productivity (1x6) + (1x3) + (1x5) 

Ci=Stock Too High 1x5 
Stock Flow Wrong (1x4)+(1x1 ) 
Insufficient Feedback Loops 1x3 3 
Costing Methods Wrong (1x2)+(1x7)+(1x2) 11 
Low Motivation (1x1 )+(1x2)+(1x4 )+( 1 x1) 8 
Wrong Materials Used (1x6)+(1x6) 12 
No return Investment (1x5) 5 
Insufficient Training (1x4)+(1x2) 6 
Excessive Scrap 1x3 3 
Wrong Business to be in 1x1 1 
Business Mix is wrong 1x7 7 
Old Technology 1x5 5 
Age of Workforce 1x4 4 
Education Levels 1x3 3 

The final rating scores then appear as follows: 

X Aff. Result 
Diagram 

x 0.25 3.250 i 

x 0.250 3.500 
x 0.125 0.625 
x 0.125 0.625 
x 0.250 0.750 
x 1 11.000 
x 0.250 2.000 
x 0.042 0.504 
x 0.250 1.250 
x 0.250 1.500 
x 0.125 0.375 
x 0.042 0.042 
x 0.042 0.294 
x 0.084 0.420 
x 0.120 0.480 
x 0.250 0.750 

Table 1 

1 ) 
2) 
3) 

Low productivity 
Wrong Organisation 
Low motivation 

Men 
Methods 
Men 

3.5 ACTION (CONSIDER RESULTS) 

This can lead to the following situations. 

Proceeding through the application of techniques has allowed the 3 hypotheses 
with the best potential to be exposed. 

The hypotheses can now be examined to determine if they are a problem in their 
own right predicting that will/will not be effecting the profits. 



This will now be examined during the 
Therefore we see the following: 

deductive reasoning in the 
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chapter. 

1 ) Profits are low 

Low profit can be caused by low productivity - check to see if productivity is low 
hypothesis. 

2) Profits ale low 

Low profit can be caused by a wrong organisation - check to see if organisation 
is wrong - hypothesis. 

3) Profits are low 

Low profits can be caused by a low motivation - check to see if motivation is low 
hypothesis. 
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CHAPTER 4 


DEDUCTIVE REASONING 
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4.1 INTRODUCTION 


Leading from the Abductive reasoning we have established the three hypotheses 
with the greatest probability of success. They are not yet proven to be so, but 
only most plausible as highlighted by the techniques applied. The hypothesis 
are: 

a) Low motivation 
b) Wrong organisation 
c) Low Productivity 

Referring to the framework build-up we can see the following. 

Rules a), b) or c) can cause low profits 
Case a), b) or c) are a problem 
Result There wi II be low profits 

This section will examine by using the P.D.C.A cycle whether each of the 
hypotheses are seen to be a problem in their own right. This will lead to a 
prediction that they are affecting profits. If any are disproven then are-selection 
from the original hypotheses can be made through a single loop response®. 

If all the original hypotheses were rejected then new reasons would need to be 
selected through the mental model this would be deemed a double loop 
response. The theory of this is seen in figure 1. 

If we start with the basic proposal that something is wrong the need to check it 
becomes a requirement. The first alternative from that point is that it may prove 
not to be wrong. 

This would facilitate the need to re-select another item through a single loop 
response to continue the cycle. 

Alternately if something is proven to be wrong two results are possible i.e. it is or 
is not effecting the original problem (profits are low). If it is affecting profits an 
action plan is put into place to generate change. 

The search then continues for something else that may be wrong also through a 
single loop response. 

If at this stage all potential problems thought to effect profits are disproven a 
double loop response would be activated. 

This would require the selection of new hypotheses thought to be causing 
problems or a total destabilisation of the mental model that states profits are low. 
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Figure 1 
4.2 PLAN 

Specific techniques will be applied to each hypothesis to determine and predict if 
they are potentially a cause of low profits as follows: 

4.2.1 Low Motivation 

If the question is posed "In which way would low motivation manifest itself in the 
operation?" we can begin to appreciate the techniques required to produced the 
most reliable answer. 

The use of Human Performance Techniques are useful in this area. They 
examine if all the needs required are in place to enable, allow and motivate a 
person to perform. 

The three major identified elements of Job performance are listed as Job design 
aspects, the Training & Development function and the Logistical Support that is 
required, as will be seen from the tetrahedron structure to be used for the model. 
The combination of any two of the elements supplies the desired behavioural 
pattern to produce optimum performance. 

The logistical support which can be considered the containing whole of the 
system in view when combined with the Internal system present i.e. the job 
design generates a situation which allows the performance to be obtained. 
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The combinations of the logistical support and training and development function 
i.e. the people issue gives the individual the ability to perform. 

Finally the relationship between the job design and training and development can 
be seen to supply the desire or motivation to perform. Figure 2 illustrates the 
relationship of the three elements. Training must be encompassed by logistical 
needs. In turn both need to operate within a well defined Job design/internal 
system. 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE STATUS 

JOB DESIGN 

LOGISTICS 

INTERNAL ~ SYSTEM 

PEOPLE 

ISSU E 
 \ 

CONTAINING 
WHOLE 

Figure 2 
To examine the three elements further. 

Job Design 

Using the tetrahedron principle the three keys areas influencing job design are 
examined. 

These are determined to be ergonomics (the people issue), task organising (the 
internal system) and the desired result or output (the containing whole). Stated 
otherwise this means that once an output or expectation has been set then the 
tasks involved can be establi~/hed and ergonomically arranged to ensure 
optimum activity. 

Logistical Support 

When examining the area of logistical support the 3 key areas of influence are 
listed. These are personal needs (the people issue), the available resources (the 
internal system and the physical location (the containing whole). This is to say 
that once the correct physical location of the task in its external environment has 
been established and the necessary available resources supplied. 

The personal needs of the task performance can be optimised to ensure an 
acceptable situation. This would lead in combination with the job design 
requirement to support the performance expectations. 

When examining the relationships between the ends of the 3 legs it can be seen 
that selecting the correct physical location and supplying the resources allows 
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the task to take place. The relationship between the correct physical location 
and satisfying the personal needs creates the motivation/desire to perform the 
task. Finally the relationship between supplying the resources and fulfilling the 
personal needs give the ability to perform the task. 

Training and Development 

When examining the area of training and development the 3 legs of influence are 
listed. 

These are selection criteria (the people issue), training procedures (the internal 
system issue) and the training policy (the containing whole). This is to say that 
once a training policy has been determined and established, the training 
materials made available for use and a suitable selection process taken place 
the task performance would be optimised. This would lead in combination with 
job design and logistical support to a total package regarding the requirement of 
optimal performance. 

When examining the relationship between each of the 3 legs it can be seen that 
setting a training policy and supplying the training procedures allows the task to 
take place. 

The relationship between the training policy and correct selection provides the 
motivation/desire to perform the task. Finally the relationship between supplying 
the training procedure required and pursuing the correct selection gives the 
ability to perform. 

By virtue of model design each of the 9 issues discussed is also broken down 
into 3 legs each and the 27 (3 x 9) elements involved crucial to meet the needs 
or human performance. 

4.2.2 Wrong Organisation 

The methodology of the viable system model - (Raul Espejo in his The V.S.M. 
revisited~ has been used often to examine organisational characteristics of 
companies. This will be applied to the organisation of the Nissan Stamping Plant 
in detail. The techniques can be described as follows: 

The V.S.M itself at any level of recursion is comprised of 5 basic systems. The 
systems 2 to 5 are not viable systems in themselves. If applied correctly they 
give system 1 the ability at that level to be viable in itself. 

Two basic techniques that can be applied to a system to maintain that viability 
are as follows: 

Black Box Technique 

A black box can be defined as the boundaries around a series of processes and 
interactions. The relationship of the input and output to other black box systems 
in that environment need to be clearly understood. 
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If this is the case it is unnecessary to unravel that particular box to understand 
where it fits into a larger system. 

Variety 

It is critical for a system to be able to match the variety that is being presented to 
it This can be achieved in two ways by attenuating or reducing the variety 
offered to it or amplifying (increasing) the variety at its disposal. 

This could be achieved either by system 1"s" own contact with its external 
environment or through the effects of system 2 which is responding to S3 control 
which in turn is driven by system 4 which is in contact with the whole external 
environment at this level. 

The ability of a system to have more responses of variety than are being 
received is termed requisite variety. 

Five basic systems exist at any level of an activity and these are described as 
follows: 

System 1 

These are the systems directly concerned with the implementation of the tasks to 
be carried out. They carry with each black box a management function and 
should be as autonomous as possible. 

System 2 

System 2 act as monitoring function which can carry requirements from the 
control system (3S) and co-ordinate them between the various system S1 's in an 
harmonious manner. It also dampens any oscillations between the various S1 'So 

S2 activities should create understanding. 

System 3 

System 3 is the control system which can absorb information from system 4 and 
2 and pass it into the system 1 operations. System 3 also has the benefit of an 
audit function which will check on the outputs of system 1 "S" and report back. 

System 3 has three basic connections into the management functions of system 
1. These are pOints of negotiation and settlement regarding resource bargaining 
(using system 2 input), policy guidelines (set through system 4 from system 5) 
and accountability (using audit function). 3 "S" activities should lead to actions. 

System 4 

System 4 has the ability to take policy decisions from system 5 to lower level 
systems. 
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In return it moves information up from system s 1 to 3 to system 5 in this regard it 
acts as a filter to protect system 5 from an overload situation. 

Secondly system 4 collects all information about the total external environment 
and gives the organisation the ability to re-act and respond, therefore ensuring 
requisite variety in the organisation. 

System 5 

System 5 formulates policies and directs the whole enterprise. In the form of 
vertical integration it represents the essential qualities of the whole system 
through to systems 1 to 4 at a particular level of recursion and should process 
the ability to upwards and downwards information about those particular 
operating levels. 

It is important to note once again that only system 1 is a viable system. Any 
other system from 2 to 5 must remain within its own autonomy to give itself the 
capability of testing its effectiveness, but it must not perceive itself as a viable 
system in isolation. 

4.2.3 Low Productivity 

The Nissan Stamping Plant has at its disposal productivity data supplied by 
Nissans Head Office in Japan.This displays the achievements of all Nissan 
Stamping Plants world-wide. If the need to be world competitive this becomes 
more important to the future than local competitors. Therefore this data will be 
used to analyse the situation regarding productivity in the operation. 

We can now proceed to apply the techniques and analyse the findings. 

4.3 DO & CHECK (COLLECT DATA AND APPLY) 

4.3.1 Low Motivation 

Before proceeding we need to exarnine the definition of the subject item. 

Definition - Motivation - Some inner drive or impulse that causes one 
to act in a certain way. 

Therefore, by implication low motivation would be deemed to be low or from lack 
of inner drive and low on the absence of an item/items that causes one to act in a 
certain way. If a level of acceptable motivation is to be identified then the 
expectation would be to determine the presence or absence of:

An inner drive. 

An impulse causing one to act in a certain way. 

An acceptable organisational split within the operation by category is as follows: 
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A) Senior Management Director, General Manager 
8) Management Managers, Supervisors, Foremen 

Technicians Engineers, Artisans 
C) Operators Press, Welders, Inspectors, etc. 

These will be examined by category using the techniques of human performance 
technology as laid out in figure 1. This has been created through a study 
conducted during previous lectures to present a case for successful human 
performance. 

The three legs of logistical support, Job design and Training and Development 
were first established. This was deemed sufficient to Allow, Enable and Motivate 
successful Human Performance. 

Each one of the three legs also needs to be supported to Allow, Enable and 
Motivate them to be successful in their own right. As such the three areas were 
identified to support each leg. Once established the procedure was repeated at 
a lower level to give the necessary support. 
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Human Performance 

Logistical 
support 

Job Design 

Training and Development 
Figure 2 

Using the theory of the upper level tetrahedron it can be seen in pure terms that 
a correct job design and training/development will generate motivation on a stand 
alone basis. 

Therefore the fulfilment of the requirements for these two elements will be 
examined in detail by category. 

A) SENIOR MANAGEMENT 

As per figure 3 for a successful training and development scenario to be 
established the needs for correct selection, physical training and suitable training 
methods should be fulfilled. 
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A.Li) Selection (See figure 3) 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for a successful selection strategy 
as in figure 4. 

Selection 

Suitable Employee 

Internal 
Skills Available Pool 
Availability 

Enable 

Figure 4 

Therefore if we selected the correct employee from the skills available internally 
it would enable the correct selection to take place. 

An Example 

If that suitable employee were selected from the total external available pool a 
motivated employee would be in place. 

If from that available pool and internal skills pool a candidate were selected then 
the selection would be allowed to be correct. 

This category is a very personal issue as it involves 1 x Director and 1 x General 
Manager (the author) with an organisation as follows: 

To Nissan Mana in Director 

Director 


Satellite Plants 


I 
General Manager 
Stamping Plant 

Divisional 
Secretary 

I 
General Manager General Manager 

Trim Plant Truck Plant 

Although this area is small in number logically it has the most potential to 
influence the total organisation in a motivational manner. 
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The Director was selected internally on the basis of previous experience gained 
in the South African Motor Industry and can be considered suitable for the task 
on hand. Without the external available pool being suitability examined the 
motivation of new opportunity may not be overly evident. Also with many years of 
paradigm experience the selection process may not encourage or allow new 
thinking. 

If you do what you did you get what you got! 

The General Manager was selected from the available pool and having been 
deemed to be suitable would demonstrate the motivation from the selection. The 
allowance and enablement may be limited during selection due to a lack of 
organisational understanding that an internal appointment could generate. 

* To summarise the combination of internal and external selection process exists 
and the selection process meets the required criteria. 

A.i.ii) Physical Training (See figure 3} 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for a successfully physical training 
strategy as in figure 4. 

Physical Training 

Relevant 
Training .......Alow ... Meaningful Job 
Courses 

Enable 

Trained Employee 	 Figure 5 

The Director being driven by a share in the monetary success of the company 
and trained to do so is motivated to proceed with physical training. Whilst 
previous training has taken place the relevant training courses are not apparent 
therefore, not allowing or enabling the physical training to take place. 

If the General Managers position can be considered as a career generated 
activity, (therefore meaningful) and basic training has taken place then he surely 
should be motivated into physical training. Also with the relevant courses 
available (which they are) then he is also allowed and enabled for further 
physical training 

* To summarise 	 2 of the 3 legs are apparent at Director level and all 
3 at General Manager level. 
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A.i.iii) Suitable Training Methods (See figure 3) 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for a successful suitable training 
methods as in figure 6. 

Suitable Training Methods 

Applicable 
Training Needs Analysis 
Media 

Enable 

Equipped Trainer 	 Figure 6 

Upon examining the available training schedules it is apparent that the applicable 
training media is not entrenched on an ongoing basis. As such a needs analysis 
has not been performed at this level and trainers have not been equipped to 
pursue the necessary activities. 

* 	 To summarise The motivation, enablement and allowance is not 
present at Director and General Manager level to 
present Suitable Training Methods. 

A.i.iv) Training and Development Summary (See figure 2) 

The next level of requirement are as shown in figure 7. 

Training & Development 

Suitable 
Selection ....... AII w...... . Training 

Methods 

Enable 

Physical Training Figure 7 

From previous summaries we have the following scenario. 
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i) Selection and physical training elements are reasonably in place thereby 

enabling training and development to take place - it could happen. 

ii) The suitable training methods are not entrenched thereby not allowing 
suitable training and development to take place - even though the 
selection is entrenched. 

iii) Also with the suitable training methods not available although the 
physical training is in place. Training & development is not motivated. 

relevant 

Therefore at this level the leg of training and development is not fully catered for 
in a motivational sense. 
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A.ii) JOB DESIGN (SEE FIGURE 1) 

A.iLi Organise Tasks (See figure 8) 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for a successful task organisation 
as in figure 9: 

Organise Tasks 

Formal Whole 
Reporting Task 
Structure 

MotivateEnable 

Individual feedback 
and Control Figure 9 

The organisation task element is very strong in the operation and is driven by 
Japanese Nissan support and involvement. 

The direction of the company is driven through the stages of N.P.M.S which is the 
global Nissan Plant Management system. 

N.P.M.S. 

This system is designed to communise the activities of all overseas plants in the 
Nissan family and is practised and proven successfully in the Japanese local 
market. It is a very detailed and comprehensive system and an attempt will made 
here to summarise it's support for H.P.T benefits only. 

What is N.P.M.S? 

It is a system to ensure rules and actions are laid in place, targets set, results are 
examined and adjustment made if necessary Le. the highest recursion level of 
Plan, Do, Check and Action, and from this we can understand the historical base 
of it's function through deeming influence on the Japanese quality culture. 

How is the success of N.P.M.S tracked? 

A Standard diagnosis sheet is established against standards, as can be seen in 
Appendix 23 

This enables the understanding of the level of introduction if formatted as per 

world wide standards. 
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What are the elements of N.P.M.S? 

For all requirements N.P.M.S standards are set i.e. New Model Introduction, 
Financial Procedures, Global Personnel Techniques etc., but at this stage we 
need to examine the operational elements. These are split into two basic areas 
that are: 

Hoshin Kanri 

This is the Japanese term for Business Management and has a basic 
requirement for the formulation of policies and business plans for all managerial 
levels. 

Through this management tool both vertical and horizontal organisational 
performances are set and tracked. 

Director DirectorPLAN 
Satellite ~ Personnel 
Plants \ 

Business 
Plan 
link PLAN General Manager Business Plan link 

Stamping Plant 

Genba Kanri 

The other leg to the control is G.K which is the Japanese term for Shop Floor 
Management - this will be examined in more detail at the shop floor motivational 
investigation. At this stage the link between H.K and G.K needs to be examined, 
it is an area the Japanese refer to as C & J i.e. Challenge and Jump and deemed 
to be the most difficult area to establish. 

Via the business plan establishment a twice yearly feedback session takes place 
to examine success or failure. At this point decisions are made whether the 
original task is firm or the actions are not successful. This is a time where the 
mental model established could be re-de-stabilised via a double loop feedback or 
actions altered through a single loop process. 

The whole procedure is very procedurised and give strong feedback and control. 
A typical control sheet ensures the responsible person is clearly identified giving 
good accountability for whole tasks. (See appendix 17). 

Accountability vs. Responsibility 

Accountability is placed on a person through the Business Plan Black dot 
principle i.e. he is accountable for reporting the success or failure. Also in 
appendix 18 an empty dot indicates that a person is responsible to support the 
other persons activity. That is jf you control the whole task you are accountable 
whereas if you assist with it in part you are responsible for that particular part. 
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To summarise - At Director and General Manager level the elements of formal 
reporting, feedback control and whole tasks are firmly entrenched. This places 
strong ability, allowance and motivates to organise tasks. 

A.ii.ii) Ergonomics (See figure 8) 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for successful ergonomics as 
shown. 

Ergonomics 

Enable 

Controlled 
Output 

Minimum fatigue Figure 10 

Ergonomically the resources required at this level would be indicated in the 
working environment. Very little if any regard is given in the operation to this 
aspect and off-line lighting, and furniture is old fashioned, money is not budgeted 
for heating and cooling and generally the resources are sub standard. It can 
surely be assumed the unnecessary fatigue is caused from the above statements 
and also outputs would suffer as a result of this. Also the requests for output are 
introduced in a hap-hazard way which also leads to undue fatigue. It's the nature 
of the business is a key phrase easily accepted by all. 

To summarise - At Director and General Manager level there are inadequate 
resources, hap-hazard output and unnecessary fatigue - ergonomically they are 
not enabled, motivated or allowed to perform at their best. 

A.iLiii)Oesired Results (See figure 8) 

A further breakdown shows the requirements for success is obtaining the desired 
results as shown below. 

Desired Results 

Control 
Documents 

Enable 

Market 
Requirement 

Individual goals Figure 11 
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A similarity exists here regarding control documents and individual goals in 
comparison to the organisation of tasks examined previously. The NPMS is 
strong in entrenching these elements into the organisation. Examining the 
phrase market requirements one can see the need for an overall purpose within 
the operation - this is supplied by the :policy statements: or in the business plans 
and is very clear. To summarise - All elements are in place via the NPMS 
system at Director and General Manager level. This enables, allows and 
motivates the desired result to be achieved. 

A.iLiv)Job Design Summary (See figure 8) 

We now need to re-examine the upper level of requirement as shown. 

Job Design 

Organised 
Tasks 

Enable 

Desired 
Results 

Ergonomics Figure 12 

i) With the element of organised tasks well entrenched, but problems indicated 
ergonomically the Director and General Manager are not well enabled towards 
job design. 

ii) Also with the desired results in place, but the problems existing with ergonomics 
the correct motivation is not in place. 

iii) With all the systems and tools available through organised tasks and desired 
results entrenched the Director and General Manager are allowed to work 
through the correct job design. 

DIRECTOR AND GENERAL MANAGER - FINAL SUMMARY 

We now need to re-examine the upper level of the HPT tetrahedron as shown. 
Human Performance 

Logistical 
Support 

Job 
Design 

otivate 

Training & Development Figure 13 
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The 2 legs to examine for motivational purposes are job design and training & 
development. 

Job Design 

Previous summaries indicate that bad ergonomics seriously effect both the 
enabling and motivating of the establishment of a good job design. 

Training And Development 

The lack of suitable training methods causes a lack of both the allowance and 
motivation of suitable training and development at this level. 

Conclusion 

There is not a suitable level of job design or training and development, therefore 
sufficient motivation is not in place. 

B) MANAGEMENT 

The existing organisation structure can be seen in appendix 19. 

By definition in this category management would refer to Managers, 
Superintendents and Foremen. 

As previously determined to produce the required motivation for optimum human 
performance we need to fill the requirements for training and development and 
job design. 

B.i) TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (SEE FIGURE 1) 

B.ii) Selection (See figure 3) 

We need 3 elements to be fulfilled for selection which are discussed as follows: 

Skills available internally 

With the business being very technically orientated the trend has been to 
promote within from the ranks of artisans into managerial positions. Also at 
foreman level people have been placed mostly from an internal basis. 

Available Pool 

For a period of 3 years via a punitive policy decision in the operation people 
have not been selected at all from outside leading to very narrow and constricted 
view of the operation. 

Suitable Employee 
The pure fact that the outside market has not been considered at all leads to the 
conclusion that the most suitable employee cannot be in place in these areas. 
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To summarise 

Therefore the correct selection procedure is not in place and is neither allowed, 

enabled or motivated to take place. 


B.i.ii) Physical Training (See figure 3) 

The three elements needs for a successful physical training programme are as 
follows: 
Relevant Training Courses 

The available courses are listed as follows: 
MANAGERS & LINE MANAGEMENT 


INTERNAL TRAINING COURSES 


PRESENTATION SKILLS COST OF QUALITY 
ACHIEVEMENT MOTIVATION QUALITY PROBLEM SOLVING 
TIME MANAGEMENT STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL 
INTERPERSONAL SKILLS FOREMAN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 1 
REPORT WRITING FOREMAN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 2 
PROBLEM SOLVING THEORY FOREMAN DEVELOPMENT PHASE 3 
NEGOTIATION SKILLS SUPERVISOR SAFETY TRAINING 
MEETING LEADING FIRST AID TRAINING 

These courses have been developed by the in-plant training department over the 

years through a needs analysis basis and feedback shows them to be relevant to 

these needs. 


Allocate Time 


Time is allocated and available for this category of employee to attend courses 

as and when needed. 


Trained Employee 


The employee in this category as a result of the available time and course 

availability is trained at the level required. 


To summarise 

The physical training is well entrenched through these structures and is allowed, 

enabled and motivated. 


B.i.iii) Suitable Training Methods (See figure 3) 

The three elements needed for a successful Suitable Training Methods are as 

follows: 


Applicable Training Media 

Training rooms, course literature, equipment etc. is well provided for and in place. 


Needs Analysis 

As previously stated needs analysis takes place on a regular basis and the 

company is driven by policy decision to provide 5 needs driven training days per 

employee per annum. 
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Equipped Trainer 

Well trained and capable trainers are available in both the technical and 
managerial fields. They are stationed at the plant itself and are also trained 
themselves externally to keep abreast of changing techniques. 

To Summarise 

Suitable training methods are well positioned in all aspects at this level and allow, 
enable and motivate the training to take place. 

B.i.iv) Training & Development Summary (See figure 1) 

Having examined the 3 legs needed for the training and development leg of the 
H.P.T tetrahedron we can summarise as follows: 

The selection criteria has not been satisfied at all and this can seriously hamper 
the allowance of training and development particularly development as a lack of 
alternative experience is not there as a base. 

Also the enablement can be affected in the same sense not allowing the physical 
training to be related to other experiences to adopt where necessary. 

Both the physical training and suitable training methods are well in place 
therefore producing a strong motivation towards training and development. 

B.ii) JOB DESIGN (See figure 1) 

B.ii.i) Organise Tasks (See figure 8) 

The three elements to be fulfilled for organise tasks are as follows: 

Formal Reporting Structure 

As seen in Appendixes 19 this structure is very firmly in place at managerial 
level. 


The business plan is set for the year, control charts created, action plans set and 

a monthly feedback meeting occurs on a formal basis. This is all structured with 
the Hoshin Kanri system mentioned earlier. 

When we examine the foreman level i.e. the Genba Kanri activities they are 
much more informal and do not have direct links back to the Business Plans. 
Japanese assistance is presently on site to assist to put this element in place. 

Whole Tasks 


Again the task on hand is very evident at managerial level also with the' 

supervisory level being in charge of work units the task is clear as well. 
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Individual feedback and control 

The pattern is repeated here as in the reporting structure through the K.P.I's, 
(key performance indicators) the Managers are tracked and either a single loop 
feedback is obtained to re-address the action plans or a double loop feedback 
occurs on a 6 monthly basis to re-examine the mental model in place when 
choosing K.P.I areas and targets. 

This understanding is not yet in place at supervisory and foreman level and 
feedback tends to be treated as unfair criticism rather than for positive changes. 

To summarise 

Through the managerial chart there appears to be a gap between the senior and 
more junior activities. As such the task organisation is not totally clear and is not 
sufficiently enabled to occur nor allowed to be finalised or motivated to be 
present. 

B.iLii) Ergonomics (See figure 8) 

The three elements to be fulfilled to cater for acceptable ergonomics are as 
follows: 

Resources 

The major resource requirement in these areas is the means and ability to 
conduct business with the group being controlled. The managers are positioned 
either in-plant or in the administration block and have the authority to make the 
choice themselves. The Japanese concept of green areas is well established, 
this being an area where the supervision can address their work units in a 
controlled fashion and share in target setting and decision making. 

Minimum Fatigue 

Fatigue is evident due to the sheer size of the operation as can be seen in 
Appendix 21. 

Whilst this is not held to a minimum it could be deemed that a acceptable level is 
achieved through the options of patrolling the lines or working through paperwork 
requirements in the off-line/green area sections. 

Controlled Output 

This is an area of major concern, a job description is not in place for these 
positions and expectation can tend to vary due to pressure and varying 
expectations from above. 

Also continuous schedule changes occur pladng varying timing expectations and 
altered plans into the operation. Changes in policy direction are often taken 
without due considerations to the managerial and supervisory concerns. 
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To summarise 

Ergonomic requirements are enabled through the control of fatigue and 
resources made available. Unfortunately the varying output requirements do not 
always allow this to remain in place, also the output variation can generate a 
demotivating aspect to the ergonomic activities in this task. 

B.ii.iii)Desired Results (See figure 8) 

The three elements required to be in position to produce the desired results are 

as follows: 


Control Documents 


The control documents are well established and visually available at managerial 

level. As previously stated this is lacking at the lower supervisory levels and the 

link to management is not yet clearly established. 


Individual Goals 


Again as above, clear for management, but not so at lower levels. 


Market Requirement 


The requirement for the company is indicated through the company mission 

statement and is displayed prominently for all to see as shown. 


NISSAN SOUTH AFRICA 

MISSION STATEM ENT 

OUR BUSINESS 

WE AR VOLUME MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS OF 
? ASS N G E R . L I G H TAN 0 H E A V yeo M MER C IA L V E H IC L E S 

OUR BUS IN E S S 
TO ENSURE A GOOD RETURN FOR ALL OUR STOCKHOLDERS, 

I e 

Profits. and Grow th for Shareholders and 0 ealers 
Career 0 pportunltles and Job Fu!t 1m ent tor Staff 
ToO eve 10 p a Ii 0 u r P e 0 p Ie to th e M a x im u mot th e ir Po te n tia I 
To Contribute towards the DevelopmentofSouth AfrIca 

OUR STANDARDS 
TO 8 E A C IJ S TOM E R DR IV NCO M PAN Y , G IV IN G EX C ELL E N T 
SERVICE AT ALL TIM ES AND SUPPLYING HIGH QUALITY 
GOOD VALUE PRODUCTS 

OUR VALUES 

TO TREAT OUR CUSTOMERS,EMPLOYEES,SUPPLIERS AND 
INV STORSASWELIKETOBET'lEATED 
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Unfortunately actions taken do not always follow the statement and therefore 
confusing and contradictory messages are sent out. 

To summarise 

Problems occur in all the areas of control documents, individual goals and 
market requirements thereby not enabling, allowing or motivating the 
achievement of desired results. 

B.ii.iv) Job Design Summary (See figure 1) 

Having examined the 3 legs needed for the required job design leg of the H.P.T. 
tetrahedron we can summarise as follows: 

The organise task leg of the requirement has not been met due to a gap in the 
reporting chain and also the desired results are not capable of being met 
therefore not allowing the correct job design to be set. 

Also the full ergonomic requirement is not present due to job need fluctuations 
and therefore the job design required is neither enabled to be set or motivated 
into it's correct position at this level. 

Conclusion 

Whilst there is a level of motivation towards training and development it is not 
fully allowed or enabled to take place due to the inability to achieve the desired 
results and ergonomic shortfalls, therefore the validity of training and 
development is questionable. 

The job design leg is neither satisfied from an enablement, allowance or 
motivational view due to also a lack of adherence in the control structures. It is 
evident that the expected motivation of human performance could not be fully 
materialised at this level of the organisation. 

C) OPERATORS 

The job descriptions by definition in this category are as follows: 

Press Operator 

Welders - C02 and spot 

Fork Truck Drivers 

Truck Drivers 

Inspectors 

Tool Setters 

Re-workers 

Packers 

Artisan Assistants 


It is pertinent to note at this stage that through historical development and Union 
pressures 99% of the population in question are male black Africans. 
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The total workforce in this area number in the region of 450 and work a day/night 
shift pattern. We can now proceed to examine the criteria applied previously. 

C.i) TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT (See figure 1) 

C.Li) Selection (See figure 3) 

We need 3 elements to be fulfilled for selection which are discussed as follows: 

Available Pool 

The situation here is reciprocal to the previous statements and the external 
availability of skills at this level has been pursued on a zero basis. 

Suitable Employee 

It is difficult to establish the most suitable employee for the task on hand when all 
employment options have not been examined. Also here age plays a role, with 
the recorded average age of operators steadily increasing. It is at the time of 
writing standing at 45 years. 

To summarise 
The correct selection is not in place at all and is neither motivated, allowed to 
occur or enabled to proceed. 

C.i.ii) Physical Training (See figure 3) 

The three elements needed for a successful physical training are to be 
examined. Within these areas the physical training are considered as on the 
shop floor or on the Job training. 

Relevant Training Courses 

Here the courses are developed by the technical training department and are 
tabulated as follows: 

OPERATOR 

INTERNAL TRAINING COURSES 

Co2 Welding ISO 9002 for the shop floor 
Fork Truck Driving Customer Care 

10 Ton Crane Driving Safety Training 
50 Ton Crane Driving First Aid Training 
Slinging Fire Fighting 
Single action press setting 3 "s" training 
Double action press setting Green Area Training 
Gap frame press setting Free Market System 
Patrol Inspector SHE Training 
Line Inspector Team Building 
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Allocate time 

There is no allocation built into the headcount numbers and due to the pressures 
of production it is virtually impossible to release operators for training during 
normal hours. 

To further compound this problem there are major budgeting restrictions regarding 
overtime costs for this activity. Consequently the allocation of people for training 
is at a minimum level. 

Skills available Internally 

With the aforementioned policy of non-employment from outside for the previous 3 
years the issue of internal promotion has been high. Also the development of 
union pressures have controlled the operator development for almost a 10 year 
period. As such the internal skills have been developed and tailored to meet 
requirements. 

Trained Employee 

As can be predicted that with the restrictions discussed the opportunity to realise a 
suitably trained employee in this category is not achieved. 

To summarise 

The physical training demonstrates some possibility to be allowed and enabled 

due to the available training courses. 

This is unfortunately negated by the time restrictions which also removes any 

ability or motivation for it to occur. 


C.i.iii) Suitable Training Methods (See figure 3) 

During this analysis the operators situation regarding class room training will be 
examined through the following 3 elements. 

Applicable Training Media 

The training class room is established next to the plant and is equipped with 
necessary tools identified for the purpose. 

Needs Analysis 

Needs analysis are conducted by the training department and updated as 
required on an ongoing basis. 

Equipped Trainer 

Trainers are well versed in their subjects, well qualified and demonstrate high 
capabilities in this regard. 
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To summarise 

In this area all these elements are entrenched and as such they motivate, enable 
and allow for suitable training methods to be in place. 

C.i.iv) Training and Development Summary (See figure 1) 

The three legs of the Training and Development tetrahedron requirements can 
be summarised as follows: 

Suitable training methods are well in place and form some degree of motivation 
and allowance towards the goal. The time constraints present regarding the 
physical training activities unfortunately remove motivation towards the goal. 

The lack of additional appointments does not allow current Training and 
Development to take place and this combined with the lack of time allocation 
does not enable it to happen at all. 

C.ii} JOB DESIGN (See figure 1) 

C.iLi Organise Tasks (See figure 8) 

The three elements that need to be fulfilled for this are as follows: 

Formal Reporting Structure 

To keep costs under control every effort is made to facilitate the use of flexible 
Manufacturing i.e. to move people around various tasks as required. 

The introduction of multi-skilling being driven by the Unions and training 
committee's is further enhancing this area of activity. The downside of this 
activity is that the formulation of the team or tribal concept is seriously hampered. 
This can effect the common goal established by the foreman with his team of 
operators as shown. 

Individual Desired Direction .. 
Directions I". 


Undesirable Effect 


Individual 
.. Desired 

Directions .. Direction 

Desired Effect 
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Whole Tasks 

All jobs in this environment area run on a production line basis therefore the task 
of an operation is complete in its own right as his identified part of the process, 
this process is based on the requirements of the Japanese product making plant 
rules (Appendix 22 refer). 

Individual feedback and control 

Here the operations line within the controls of the Genba Kanri Shop Floor 
Management system which is presently being introduced. 

This is not fully in place and if we consider this analysis as a snap shot in time 
the feedback is not yet in place. Both the foreman and the operator still retain a I 
say so - you do so mentality which is difficult to change after many years of being 
encouraged operating in this manner. 

To summarise 

The whole task is in place demonstrating possible motivation and allowance for 
tasks to be sufficiently organised. 

The formal reporting structure and feedback are very opaque at this stage and 
the enablement of the task to be organised is not present. Also this presents an 
adverse effect on both the motivational and allowance requirements. 

C.ii.ii) Ergonomics (See figure 8) 

The three elements to be catered for to fulfil acceptable ergonomics are as 
follows: 
Resources 

The resources in this case are really the tools to do the job and these are 
available as and when requirements change. Extensive costs go into supplying 
these needs and a formalised structure to generate improvements. 

Through the Japanese Kaizen (continuous improvement) programme all 
employees are both encouraged and rewarded in monetary terms to submit 
improvements. 

Minimum Fatigue 

Manning levels are set for operations to ensure that the task is not over-exerting 
individuals. With noise and light being identified as major contributors the levels 
of both are controlled via the initial setting of standards or in the case of noise 
via the compulsory wearing of ear protection. 

Break periods are well spread and all efforts are made to reduce fatigue, To a 
person used to doing these activities fatigue should not be a major factor, 
although the age situation needs to be monitored closely, 
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Controlled Output 

All work tasks have had standards established by Industrial Engineers with built 
in world standard ratings and relaxation allowances. The expectation is to work 
to the standards which can be deemed to be at a controlled level. 

To summarise 

Ergonomically all three elements are in place and ergonomically the tasks are 
motivated, allowed and enabled. 

C.iLiii)Desired Results (See figure 8) 

The three elements required to be positioned to produce desired results are as 
follows: 

Control Documents 

Again in this area of activity the Genba Kanri introduction improves this 
situation. Documents are displayed for the operators, but they do not generate 
any positive responses and re-actions as shown through a typical Shewart cycle. 

(Display Control) 
Documents 

Check r- 
(Problem Task) Action 	 (Reaction) 

( occurring) 

~ Plan 
(Load Work Station) 

Individual Goals 

There are not any clearly defined individual goals apparent within the mental 
paradigm of the operator. Yes standards must be met. but they are perceived to 
belong to someone else. 

Market Requirements 

Communication take place once a month with the work-force in an attempt by 
management to keep everyone abreast with future events and requirements. 

How well this is received and understood is a little unclear, but the activity takes 
place. Education and language is a barrier in this regard. 
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To summarise 

On face value control documents are available and compiled with market 
requirements the desired results are allowed to be achieved. The lack of clarity 
regarding the individual goals to be achieved adversely effects the motivation 
and enablement in this regard. 

C.i.iv) Job Design Summary (See figure 1) 

Having examined the 3 needs for the requirements of this job design leg of the 
H.P.T tetrahedron at this level we can summarise as follows: 

This appears to be a major concern at this level. Ergonomically things are in 
place and show an potential to both motivate and enable the correct job design. 
The desired results cannot be effectively actioned, therefore the motivational 
aspect is not realised. Major elements are missing also regarding the Organise 
Tasks elements and therefore the enablement is also prevented. The allowance 
to present an acceptable Job Design is not activated at all due to the Organise 
Task and Desired Result problems. The final conclusion to this analysis can be 
shown as follows: 

HUMAN PERFORMANCE SUMMARY 
Director/General Manager 

CATEGORY MOTIVATE I ENABLE ALLOW REASON FOR NO 
Human Performance No N/A N/A Insufficient Training & No 

lob design 
Training & No Yes No Lack of suitable training & 

Development 
I 

bad ergonomics 
i-Selection Yes Yes Yes 
!Physical TraininJJ Yes Yes Yes 
!suitable Training No No No Lack of needs analysis 

Organise Tasks Yes Yes Yes 
Ergonomics No No No Inadequate resources map 

I I hazard exp_ectations 
MANAGEMENT 

CATEGORY MOTIVATE ENABLE ALLOW 
I Human performance No N/A N/A 

Training & Yes No No 
DeveloQment 
Job Design No No I No 

: 
Selection No No No 

I Physical Training Yes Yes Yes 
I Suitable Training Yes Yes Yes 
! Organise Tasks No No I No 

Ergonomics No Yes No 
Desired Results No 

I 
No No 

I lI 

REASON FOR NO 
Job design leg. not satisfied 
Lack of outside expertise 

Expectations and 
requirements not clear 
Lack of outside selection 

Clear links not evident 
between levels 
Varying output expectations 
Missions statement not 
adhered too. Unclear 
ex..e.ectations at lower levels 
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ities 

The Organisation 

/ 
Recursion Links 

OPERATORS 
CATEGORY MOTIVATE ENABLE ALLOW REASON FOR NO 

Human Performance No N/A N/A Training & Development and 
job design not in place 

Training & 
Development 

No No No Selection questionnaire & 
training time neglected 

Job Design No No No Operator Understanding very 
low 

SelectiC'r. No No No No external employment 
Physical Training No No No No time allocated 
Suitable Training Yes Yes Yes 
Organise Tasks No No No Feedback loops not clear or 

understood 
Ergonomics Yes Yes Yes 

Desired Result No No Yes Individual goals not present or 
understood 

CONCLUSION 
Evidence of motivation towards acceptable human performance expectations is not 
apparent at all levels. The reasons become evident and it seems that if the effort and 
requirements are not entrenched into the areas required a motivated work force cannot 
be expected. 

Therefore: 

Rule Low motivation can cause low profits. 

Case Motivation is low and could be causing low profits. 

Result Profits are too low 


4.3.2 	 Wrong Organization 
From the abductive phase of analysis it has been determined that there is a high 
hypothetical probability that the organisation of the NSP could be wrong. If we examine 
the deep meaning of organisation in itself it is important not to consider the issue of 
people only which can often be the case. As shown in figure 1 organisations have a 
very clear vertical responsibility, horizontal connection and recursional links which 
establish relationships between process levels. Within this framework lies the various 
systems links and loops that are needed for a successful organisation, this is the holistic 
approach to an organisation. 

System 

Relationships 


A System 

Vertical 

Reporting 

Responsibi 


Figure 1 

Horizontal 

Links and 
Responsibility 
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Next we would need to search for the meaning of a wrong organisation. This can 
be deemed to be an organisation that is not meeting the needs of a company. 
These basic needs are presented in a very clear and suitable manner through 
the framework of Stafford Beers Viable System Model.@ & CV He states that 
organisations are split into levels of activities in their own right and are part of a 
higher level and have parts of their own at lower levels. These levels he calls 
recursions and each one consists of 5 very distinct systems, which are: 

System 1 
System 2 

System 3 

System 4 

System 5 

Each system 

Direct Processing Activities 
Support systems for monitoring - These perform 
balancing activities between system 1 activities and 
supply meaning. 
Control - This activity takes S4, S5 and S2 information 
and controls the relationships between them. It also 
conducts audit functions on S1 activities to supply 
actions. 
Intelligence - This activity has direct links with the 
external environment and whilst giving cognisance to 
S5 information it allows S3 to control S 1 in this regard. 
Policy - At a particular recursional level this is the 
longer-term policy setting activity of the other systems. 

also has vertical links to perform also through the recursional 
levels. Normally three recursions are exarnined at level 0, 1 and 2. The upper 
boundary needs to be determined the human mind is not fully capable of 
understanding the ultimate recursion 0 level. 

The object of a successful organisation is to retain its own requisite variety in 
regard to its environment. Put quite simply it must have more answers than the 
question being asked of. The intention is to examine the N.S.P organisation via 
the framework of a V.S.M.CV 

VIABLE SYSTEM MODELLING 

Planning 

a) Establish a V.S.M of whole Nissan Stamping Plant operation. 
b) Layout 3.1 at recursion level 1. 
c) Consider Nissan Stamping Plant operation within whole NCissan operation. 
d) Layout 3.3 at recursion level O. 
e) Consider system 1 areas on recursion 1. 
f) Remove one system 1 from recursion 1 to establish recursion 2. 
g) Layout total process at recursion 2 considering input and output. 
h) Use transformation process to determine "whole parts" at recursion 2.S1 

level in focus. 
i) Use T.I. E. D analysis to motivate the correctness of thought at recursion 2. 
j) Diagnose S2 to S5 at recursion 2. 
k) Build V.S.M at recursion 2. 
I) Analyse recursion 2. 

http:V.S.M.CV
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VIABLE SYSTEMS MODEL 

RECURSION 1 - NISSAN STAMPING PLANT Figure 2 

SYSTEM 5 

POLICY 

SYSTEM 4 

TOTAL 
EXTERNAL 

ENVIRONMENT 

AUDIT 

INTELLIGENCE 

SYSTEM 3 

CONTROL 

QUALITY 
PERFORMANCE 
SAFETY 
ATTENDANCE 
STOCK 

MANAGEMENT 

,....I--E~-~ PLANT 1 

MANAGEMENT 
PLANT 2 

SERVICE DEPT 
MONITORING 
FUNCTION 
(SYSTEM 2) 
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VIABLE SYSTEMS MODEL 

RECURSION 0 - NISSAN MANUFACTURING Figure 3 

SYSTEM 5 

POLICY 

SYSTEM 4 

INTELLIGENCE 

SYSTEM 3 

CONTROL 

MONITORING 
FUNCTION 
(SYSTEM 2) 

MANAGEMENT 
BODY & META 1-4f---<tI!f-+---I 

MANAGEMENT 
PAl NT SHOP 1-4f---<tI!f-+---I 

MANAGEMENT 
TRIM PLANT .....f---.oE-+--I 

MANAGEMENTI--_-' 

TRIM & MECH. 1-4f---.oE=!---I 


MANAGEMENT 
' ......t--""'E:::t-----'.........._/....--E:-+--; FI NAL LI NE .....---'-<tI!f-+---I 
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EXECUTION 


The objective of this section is to diagnose and comment on the Nissan Stamping 
Plant operation. The basic principle adopted will be to synthesise the operation 
and not to analyse in detail as analysing area may lead to a complexity that will 
prevent the situation being re-constructed. This in turn will lead to an inability to 
reach sensible conclusions. 

Nissan Stamping Plant 

A V.S.M. of the NSP operation has been built using detailed knowledge 
of the operation (See figure 2). 

The operation is easily split into 2 main system 1 areas with each having a 
definite input and out-put requirement, this model is deemed to be at Recursion 
1. 

By establishing the Recursion level 0 (See figure 3) it will enable vertical 
integration to take place during the diagnosis of the recursion in focus. 

At this higher level we see how the Nissan Stamping is positioned within the 
Nissan System. 
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Figure 4 

VIABLE SYSTEMS MODEL 
RECURSION 2 - PLANT 1 

TOTAL 
EXTERNAL 

ENVIRONMENT 

AUDIT 

SYSTEM 5 

POLICY 

SYSTEM 4 

INTELLIGENCE 

SYSTEM 3 

CONTROL 

QUALITY 
PERFORMANCE 
SAFETY 
ATTENDANCE 
STOCK 

MANAGEMENT 

SERVICE DEPT. 
MONITORING 
FUNCTION 
(SYSTEM 2) 
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PRESSING 
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NISSAN STAMPING PLANT 

It now becomes necessary to build a rich picture of the system 1 to 5 of recursion 
level 2 that is the system in focus (Figure 4 refer). 

TO ESTABLISH SYSTEM 1 RECURSION 2 

Firstly the whole process was laid out as follows in figure 5: 
NOTE: Planning and stock control will be considered in system 

2 and 5 areas. 

order Delivery Inspect Store 
Steel 

-----+~ ~__~ ~__~ ~__~ ~__~ ~__~~Li____~ 

Inspect Rework 1...- ~....:..:M=ov=et,,-o----' ..-J 
. _ rework 

Store 

Inspect 
and 

count 
and 
label Store 

Move 

to 


W/House 

Store 

Deliver 
to Delivered 

customer 

Figure 5 

Once the total process was established the transformation process was applied 
to determine the whole tasks being performed at Recursion 2. 

TRANSFORMATION PROCESS APPLIED TO RECURSION 2 

EXISTING PROCEDURES 


Where T1 = Whole Transformation (EG. Cannot Change 
Back) 

T2 = Secondary Transformation (EG. , Prep Or Finish) 
T3 = Slight Change (EG. Packaging) 
I = Inspection 
Tr = Transport 
S = Storage 
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Process 

S TR T3 T2 T1 

Deliver Steel 
Unload And Store 
Move To Guillotines 
Cut To Shape Inspect 
Inspect 
Store 

S1 

Deliver To Press 
Load Steel 
Stamp Part 
Inspect 
Unload Into Pallet 
Move To W.I.P. 
Store 

S1 

Move To Press 
Stamp Part 

S1 

Or Move To Rework 
Rework Part 
Inspect 
Move To Despatch 

S1 

Oil Part 
Pack Part 
Inspect And Label 
Store 
Move To Warehouse 
Store 
Deliver To Customer 

S1 

Using this technique we can search for the activities occurring between low 
points on the scale. This is basically from storage point to storage each of these 
areas can be deemed a S1 or system 1 activity. We then see from the results of 
the transformation process 5 whole tasks or system 1 activities were identified as 
follows: 

1 . Prepare Steel 

2. Stamp Finished Part From Steel 

3. Stamp Finished Part From W.I.P. 

4. Rework Defective Stock 

5. Oiling And Packaging 
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This could be represented as such: 


SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION 


A full system identification was then undertaken to give a rich picture of the build

up of the V.S.M. at recursion 2. 

SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION - RECURSION 2 

System 1 

To detail for each of 5 elements of system 1 their environment, operations and 
I r managemen.tocalsed 

DESCRIPTION ENVIRONMENT OPERATION LOCAL 
MANAGEMENT 

Prepare steel 

Stamp finished 
Part from steel 

Stamp finished 
Part from work in 
process 

Rework 
Defective stock 

Oiling and 
packaging 

Steel supplier 
And planning 
Section 
Scheduling and 
Planning 

Scheduling 

Customer 
Quality 
Department 
And quality control 
Warehouse 
Weather 

To turn raw 
Material into 
Prepared sheets 
To make a 
Finished 
Component 
From a sheet of 
steel 
As description 

Remove defects 
For components 

To oil and pack 
finished components 

Guillotines 
Foreman 

Press shop 
Superintendent 

Press shop 
Superintendent 

Superintendent tool 
repair 

Superintendent 
Despatch 

To list ~onstraints imposed 
management (system 3) 

Prepare Steel 

Stamp Finished Part 
From Steel 

Stamp Finished Part 
From W.I.P. 

on each component of system 1 by higher 

Level Of Stock In Steel Store 

Stock Accuracy 

Productivity 


Productivity 

Headcount Levels 

Safety 

Quality Levels 


Level Of W.I. P. Store 

Machine Utilisation 

Safety 

Quality Levels 
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Rework Defective Level Of Rework Store 
Stock Quality Levels 

Productivity 

Oiling And Packaging Level Of Despatch Store 
S.N.P. (Standard Number Packaging) 
Quality Throughput-Quality 
Safety 

To examine how accountability is exercised for each part and what indicators of 
performance are taken, all performance indicators in the stamping plant 
operations are reported through the K. P.1. system. These are key performance 
indicators which start at Foreman level and are reported up to the next level of 
authority until it reaches the Managing director. 

DESCRIPTION PERFORMANCE 
AREA 

UNITS REPORTED BY REPORTED 
TO 

HOW FREQUENCY 

PREPARE 
STEEL 

STOCK LEVEL 

STOCK ACCURACY 

THROUGH-PUT 

TIMELY 
AYAILABILITY 

RooO'S 

0/0 

cosn 
SHIFT 

LOST 
HOURS 

FINANCE 

MAN.MATL. 
CONTROL 
GUILLOTINE 
FOREMAN 
INDUSTRIAL 
ENGINEERING 

GEN. 
MANAGER 
GEN. 
MANAGER 

MAN.MATL. 
CONTROL 
MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

COST REVIEW 

STOCK-TAKE 

COUNTERS 

FORMAL 
REPORT 

MONTHLY 

TWICE PER YEAR 

DAILY 

MONTHLY 

STAMP EFFICIENCY S.P.H. INDUSTRIAL ENG. MANAGER FORMAL AS REQUIRED 
FINISHED P/SHOP REPORT 
PART FROM INDUSTRIAL ENG. 
STEEL MACHINE 

UTILISATION 
0/0 OF 
HOURS 

MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

FORMAL 
REPORT 

AS REQUIRED 

STAMP FROM 
W.I.P. 

COST OF QUALITY 

W.I.PSTOCK 
LEVELS 

HEADCOUNT 

0/0 OF 
SALES 

ROOO'S 

NOOF 
PEOPLE 

QUALITY MANAGER 

FINANCE 

INDUSTRIAL 
RELATIONS 

MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

MANAGER 
PIS HOP 

VERBALL Y/FOR 
MAL 

COST REVIEW 

PRINT-OUT 

DAILY 

MONTHLY 

WHEN REQUESTED 

REWORK 
DEFECTIVE 
STOCK 

STOCK LEVEL 

THOUGH-PUT 

R'Ooo 

PARTSI 
MAN 
HOUR 

FINANCE 

SUPERINTENDENT 
DIE REPAIR 

GEN. 
MANAGER 

MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

COST REVIEW 

VERBALLY 

MONTHLY 

DAILY 

OILING AND STOCK LEVEL ROOO'S '=INANCE GEN. COST REVIEW MONTHLY 
PACKAGING 

TROUGH-PUT 

CUSTOMER 
RETURNS 

PANELS 
SHIFT 

%OF 
PARTS 
PRODUC 
ED 

SUPERINTENDENT 
DESPATCH 

QUALITY MANAGER 

MANAGER 

MANAGER 
P/SHOP 

GEN. 
MANAGER 

FROM DEL. 
NOTES 

REPORT 

DAILY 

MONTHLY 

System 2 (Monitoring) 

To list possible 
environment. 

sources of oscillation between parts of system 1 and their 

A) Prepare Steel The Over Supply Or Non-Availability 
Of Raw Material 
Inadequate Lead Times From Planning To 
Processing of Material. 
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B) Stamp Finished 
Parts From Steel 

Inadequate Lead Times And Capacity 
Available. 
Inadequate Tooling From Tool 
Manufacturers 
Late Supply Of Steel 
Incorrect Headcount Figures For 
Capacity 
Machine Breakdowns 
Incorrect Process 

C) Stamp Finished 
Parts From WIP. 

As In B - Plus: 
Lost Stock In Store 
Miss-Identification In Store 
Incorrect Quantities In Store 
Scheduled In Wrong Work Centre 

D) Rework 
Defective 
Stock 

Change Of Quality Standards 
Irreparable Damages 
Repeated Damages 

E) Oiling And 
Packaging 

Changes In NSP Requirements 
Humidity Leading To Rust 
Warehousing Space 
Late Stock Call - Off 
Unbalanced Throughput 

To identify the elements of system 2 that have 
effect. 

a dampening or harmonising 

i) Planning by indicating changes in capacity requirement through forecasting 

ii) Material control through controlling the requirements of stock accuracy by 
area. 

iii) Finance by indicating budget versus actual performance by cost centre. 

iv) Industrial relations by notifying and/or pacifying any potential labour 
problems. 

v) Human resources by ensuring labour of the correct skills and experience 
are employed. 

vi) Material handling by the supply and upliftment of handling 
equipment/pallets, etc. 

vii) Industrial engineering by setting standards and ensuring correct manning 
levels. 

viii) Facility engineering by controlling capital items 
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ix) Tool maintenance through efficient tool repair and preventative 

maintenance programmes. 

x) 

xi) 

Plant maintenance through efficient machine repair and preventative 
maintenance programmes. 
Process engineering by checking and improving in-plant processes. 

xii) Quality control by setting quality standards and supplying equipment and 
personnel to ensure compliance. 

xiii) Safety and housekeeping department by informing and motivating 
management and the work-force. 

xiv) Training department by identifying training needs and supplying the 
necessary training. 

System 2 as a whole is perceived as threatening within the system 1 activities. 

System 3 
To list the system 3 components of the system in focus. 

Quality, Cost. Delivery. People 

To ask: 
How does system 3 exercise authority? 
By open communications 

To ask: 
How is the resource bargaining carried out with the parts of system 1? 
By verbal and written instruction-

To ask: 
Who is responsible for the performance of system 1? 
The Stamping Plant Manager 

To ask: 
What audit functions are conducted into system 1 's by s3 audit? 
Quality checks 
Stock audits 
Performance figures 
Attendance 
Safety and housekeeping 

System 3 is perceived to be democratic in its approach but retreats to autocratic 
at the first signs of conflict. System 1 elements have little freedom. 

System 4 

To list all the system 4 activities of the system in focus. 
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To monitor the customers future build 

Predictions and prepare for reactions 


To ask: 

How far ahead these activities take place? 

A 5 Day Plan 

A 3 Month "Firm Period" 

A 12 Monthly Load Study 

A 5 Year Indicator 


Yes, these activities do guarantee adaptation in the future. 

Yes, system 4 is monitoring what is happening to the environment and is 
monitoring trends. 

Yes, system 4 is open to novelty. 

No, system 4 does not have a management/operations room which could provide 
an environment for decision - this activity does take place in the training centre. 

Yes, system 4 does have facilities to alert system 5 to urgent developments via 
direct contact. 

System 5 

To ask: 

Who is on the board and how does it act? 

The board at this level is the General Manager - Nissan Stamping Plant who 

takes reference in a vertically integrated manner from the directorship. 


Yes, system 5 supplies a suitable identity for the system (recursion) in focus. 


The ethos set by system 5 leads to an emphasiS on change between system 3 

and 4. 


Yes, system 5 does share a close identity with system 1 'so 


LIST OF SUPPORT ROLE PLAYERS IN PLANT 1 OPERATION 

1. Planning 
2. Scheduling 
3. Material Control (Inventory) 
4. Supply 
5. Purchasing 
6. Finance 
7. Industrial Relations 
8. Human Resources 
9. Material Handling 
10. Industrial Engineering 
11. Facility Engineering 
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12. Tool Maintenance 
13. Plant Maintenance 
14. Process Engineering 
15. Quality Control 
16. Safety And Housekeeping 
17. Training 

From all this detailed collection of data using the various techniques V.S.M .. of 
recursion 2 was build (See figure 3). 

Headcount requirements are generated through system 1 management in system 
3 control and system 2 industrial engineering will verify and report labour 
increase/decrease and movement with system 3 control using system 4 who 
have information on customer build schedules. Industrial engineering will then 
present this to the board at a level which is at least 1 recursion higher than the 
indicated recursion 0 in this study. The authority in this regard is so divorced in 
level from the requirement that the delays caused generate imbalance and 
fluctuations in system 1 activities. Material handling requirements generated 
from system 3 decisions regarding system 4 has input into the requirements 
regarding customer volumes. The requirements are then authorised at general 
manager or director's level and fed into the areas via system 2. 

A.2) PLANNING AND SUPPLY 

Planning take information from system 4 regarding build volumes of the 
customers - Nissan, Export, etc. 

It is interesting to note that the customer for recursion 2 is the Nissan stamping 
plant warehouse but the orders are not generated from this area. 

Planning proceed to order steel and notify prepare steel on delivery dates. 
Produce finished components from steel have an order released on them and 
they then request steel. If components are finished from WIP the order cards 
remain and it becomes the responsibility of system 1 management to complete 
the order. This is acceptable as the same superintendent controls the two 
system 1 activities. If delays occur planning will prompt the stamping plant to 
complete WIP via the 24 hour schedule 

When stock passes into the rework section any long-term planning stops and an 
order or schedule is not placed on the superintendent tool repair and only urgent 
last minute prompting of stock requirements generates any co-ordinated call-off. 
Most supply problems and shortages are generated through this area as 
planning do not co-ordinate and dampen the fluctuations that occur. 

Oiling and packing as previously stated seem to work in isolation. Again a 24 
hour schedule is generated that calls for 5.00 a.m. critical orders but apart from 
this priorities are not determined. The lack of standards, capacity management 
and flow of requirements from system 3 create unnecessary needs and panic in 
this area. It is critical that the different departments in system 2 give each other 
the opportunity to service system 1 management correctly. 
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A.2.1) Purchasing & Stores 

The purchasing function reports through to the Nissan main plant whilst the 
stores in the stamping plant fall within the responsibility of the manager Planning 
& Inventory Control. If an item is required by S 1 management it is requested on 
a stock requisition from the stores and authorised at the appropriate level. 
Copies go to finance for control purposes and a copy remains with the originator 
for budget control, this arrangement works successfully. 

Again if capital equipment is required a purchase request is raised by the 
originator and authorised by his superior depending on the value involved. The 
signing levels by value have gradually been increased during the last 2 years 
and it seems that the responsibilities are being handed down and are showing 
savings. The requisition then receives on site financial approval, the need for 
this is being considered as it gives the originator the feeling that finance are 
controlling the budget. 

The purchase requisition then goes to the purchasing department with one copy 
remaining with the stores supervisor for expediting. 

A.3) HUMAN RESOURCES 

The major harmonising effect of the human resources function is to obtain 
policies, rules and regulations from system 5 via the channels and ensure that all 
system 1 management work to the same criteria. Training is also a major 
element in this area and the situation is presently being handled by the industrial 
relations officer on site leading to a successful firm but fair approach - the key 
with people is consistency. 

Minor personnel problems are handled by 1.2. and reported back to system 1 
thereby averting major problems from minor issues. The cause and effect 
procedure comes into play here significantly and the following tracing procedure 
is vital to find the real problem cause to effect 

BASE CAUSE Cause and effect • 
• Cause and effect 

Cause and effect 

• 
The appointment of labour is handled centrally at Nissan and as such does not 
form part of system 3 control but relies heavily on the industrial engineering 
activities. It is the responsibility of system 3 control to take industrial engineering 
input, generate the paperwork, obtain all necessary approvals and deliver the 
documentation the H.R. Department. 

The restrictive measures placed on employment do not make this role possible 
and ensuring requisite variety in this regard for system 1 is not possible, 
therefore other avenues such as casual labour and excessive overtime are 
pursued. 
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A.4) QUALITY ENGINEERING 


The quality control and process engineering functions have recently been 
combined to form the Quality Engineering Department under the control of the 
Quality Engineering Manager. 

The monitoring function on the inspection side is to set standards and ensure 
compliance to them to protect the next customer in system 1. This is carried out 
successfully. The company is listed with the S.A.B.S for ISO 9002 approval and 
as such all standards and procedures are in place. 

The process engineers again concentrate only on the process involved in 
prepared steel into finished stock and not any of the other 4 system 1 's or the 
relationships between them. As such they should be redirected in their pursuits 
or maybe assigned to tool maintenance as tooling Engineers. 

A.S) S.H.E. DEPARTMENT 

As a system 2 function this department ensures that levels are maintained in 
operational areas. This takes the form of courses, seminars, lectures, videos 
and supplied equipment. 

The success of this operation can be seen by the fact that in 1994 the Nissan 
Stamping Plant became a N.O.S.C.A.R. rated company for the first time in it's 
history. 

A.6) MAINTENANCE 

A.6.1) Tool Maintenance 

The dampening effect of tool maintenance exists between the system 1 areas of 
finished stock and rework as previously stated. The better the tool the less the 
rework and this is operating well. Also the system 1 management have 
accountability for performance to system 3 and tool capability can produce this. 
System 3 allocates also to tool maintenance allowances for non-efficiencies and 
these also are maintained. 

A.6.2) Plant Maintenance 

A major problem for Plant Maintenance is the allocation of machinery for the 
plant engineers P.M. programme. This is where system 3 and 4 must work in a 
more controlled and responsible manner to ensure this availability. 

The time must be scheduled in by planning for these activities and system 1 
management must realise the machinery as instructed. Consequently a process 
of breakdown maintenance now occurs. 

A production meeting takes place daily where all elements of system 1, 2, 3 & 4 
are presented i.e. production, services, management & planning. All items 
mentioned above are open for discussion in this forum. 
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8 SYSTEM 3 - AUDIT 

It must be noted here that audit leads to actions. System 3 audit function 
requires close examination as it provides the control function basically with 
measurements of the operation. The areas being audited are as follows: 

8.1 ) Quality 

The quality control function in the quality engineering department is operating as 
the audit function. Via statistical process control data the quality performance is 
monitored and reported daily. 

Also B1-annual audits are conducted by the S.A.B.S. to ensure conformance to 
the I.S.O. quality management system and non-conformance's are noted and 
must be closed out by the next audit. 

8.2) Stock Control 

This is a very weak area at this stage due to manpower restrictions, stock audits 
are not taking place and this needs to be implemented on an urgent basis. The 
basic planning of the operation cannot take place without accurate stock figures. 
It should be in the region of 98% and is presently registering ±95%. 

8.3) Performance 

Again the performance reporting structure concentrates on the S 1 function of 
produced finished stock only and ignores the other system activities to a great 
extent. To give system 3 the opportunity to expect system 2 to balance the 
processes of the performance auditing must be expanded. 

8.4) Attendance 

Industrial relations monitor daily the absenteeism figure and feed the information 
into system 3. This gives the control function the opportunity to balance 
headcount through system 2 on a short term basis. This happens successfully 
within the operation. 

Long term results are less encouraging as the trends are recorded and evident 
but pro-active plans do not seem to materialise regarding the problems indicated. 

8.5) S.H.E (Safety Health And Environment) 

A monthly audit is conducted on the plant and it's operation by a qualified auditor 
from Nissan. 

The plant is then scored via the N.O.S.A (National Occupational Safety 
Association) system and shortfalls highlighted through a monthly S.H.E. meeting. 
The chairman of the meeting is the General Manager who is designated the 
responsible person and in turn he attends the central safety meeting on a 
monthly basis also. 
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This system is very successful and proves itself via the very low incidents of 
serious accidents in the operation. Also Japanese management systems are 
evident here via the 3"S" diagnosis sheets. This asks do we need it? Is there a 
place for it? Is it in the right place? 

B) SYSTEM 3 - CONTROL 

The system 3 control function on this level is controlled daily through the 
Management Meeting which takes place at shift end every day. The attendees 
are Stamping Plant Manager, Q. C. Manager, Manager Planning, Plant Engineer, 
Manager Material Logistics, Supervisor Industrial Engineering and Industrial 
Relations Officer. The meeting is chaired by the General Manager or his 
nominee who gives all parties the opportunity to discuss any activities pertaining 
to the operation. 

The role of this meeting needs to be clearly defined and the understanding 
through the V.S.M. needs to be outlined by the participants. The General 
Manager is really operating out of system 5 and should only facilitate the meeting 
and offer policy input if required. 

The Manager Logistics is the system 4 connection and should clearly understand 
his input regarding the external environment issues that needs to be tabled. It 
would appear this forum was created out of need and with minor adjustments is 
conducting the control function at this recursion level. 

C) SYSTEM 4 

As stated previously the Manager Logistics is the major player in system 4. The 
policy decision regarding system 5 come through the management meeting and 
the flow upwards also facilitated in this environment. The Manager LogistiCS is 
the direct customer contact and is regarded as the window of the company. As 
such he reports the short and long term build plans of the customers and any 
changes in quality requirements, work patterns, etc. 

Again this happens naturally, but the Manager Logistics clearly needs to fully 
understand what his role is in the operation. Any contact regarding engineering 
development, quoting etc. is handled at system 5 but this seems to be working on 
an acceptable basis. 

D) SYSTEM 5 

This area at recursion 2 is the sole task of the General Manager Stamping Plant. 
Reference is taken from system 3 and regarding the requirements of the internal 
operation and from system 4 in relation to the way the Nissan group is operating. 
The internal situation is relatively straight forward to control but external 
information channels can be slow and even forgotten on occasions also sudden 
and haphazard changes can occur at higher recursion levels which are 
communicated virtually down the system 5 channels, a constant watch has to be 
conducted to check for these occurrences. 
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System 5 tend to collapse into system 3 due to weaknesses in system 4 at this 
stage. 

CONCLUSION 

The viable system model shows a clear definition of system 1 activities at 
recursion 0, 1 and 2. System 3 auditing functions are in place at the recursion in 
focus - R2 and actions are generated through the Q.C, SHE and financial 
functions. 

Function 4 at recursion 2 has direct contact with the external environment who is 
really the customer who is also residing in system 5 at recursion 0 and 1 which 
is not a healthy situation. 

This break in the needs of the V.S.M leads to autocratic decisions being passed 
down through the recursional levels. 

The following existing organisational structure supports that type of decision. 

C.E.O. !

"S" 5 
Manufacturing DirectorsRecursion 0 

H.R Finance 
Etc. 

Director 

I I 
Q.A Director DirectorSupply "S" 5

Director vehicle Director Satellite 
Assembly Plants 

+ 
Other Gen. Mana ~ers 


General 
 General 
Manager 

Trim Plant 

General 
External ManagerManager 
Environment N.S.P.Truck Plant 
for recursion 1 

Sales are generated 
,-----,

Manager 
Press Shop 

"S" 5 

Recursion 

(both Assy 
Stamping) 

"s" 5 
Recursion 2 

As indicated a level exists that appears to live on a recursional mezzanine at "S" 
5 which is really generated by having a customer N.S.P with its own income 
statement and balance sheet) who is also part of your own recursional structure. 
Finally examining the "S" 2 monitoring function at recursion 2 a lack of co
ordination is apparent which prevents system 3 ability to take the correct 
decisions. 
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All I.E, Planning and other support systems seem only to recognise one "S" 1 
activity and therefore the reactions between that and the others are not 
sufficiently examined. 

There appears to be organisational problems on a recursional basis and within 

the recursion in focus - R2. 


Therefore 


Rule Wrong Organisation can cause low profits. 


Case Organisation is wrong and could be causing low profits. 


Result Profits are low. 


4.3.3 	 Low Productivity 

Productivity by definition is output that is the most effective use of resources 
applied to an input to produce that output. ® The ultimate goal being a 100% 

result which leads itself into the realms of perpetual motion. 


Whilst the need for productivity and the use of the word are widespread the 

underlying need for it to be sufficient or improvement is used from a philosophical 
stand point. 

George Kinally summarises it very clearly as follows in his guide to Work Study. 


For a society or a Nation to raise the standard of living of its population, it must 

strive to maximise the return from its resources to improve productivity so that the 

economy can grow and sustain a better quality of life. 


Maybe he could have expanded to say a better quality of life compared to prior 

and to the average of other individuals. 


If we infer that productivity is too low then the question needs to be posed too low 

compared to what/who. 


Three basic requirements are really resident in this area and are as follows: 

a) Is productivity too low for the customers? 

b) Is productivity low compared to similar operations in the rest of the world? 

c) Are the resources being managed correctly? 

During the examination of the criteria it must be assumed that productivity would 
need to be suitable in all three areas. 


This is particularly pertinent for point b) as the operation is now continually 

quoting for export projects with our Japanese and Italian counterparts. 
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The effective use of resources are a major contributor to productivity and as such 
the elements of Men, Materials, Machinery, and Methods should be examined in 
detail. 

A} The effect on the Customer can be modelled as follows: 

Track Results 

Results 

~d 

..--/


Change of Resources 

..--/ 

Customer Productivity .....----_~ 
Perceptions 

) Availability of 

Potential Investment ~es 

lsales 

~ 

"---.. Profits 

The level of productivity generates the results, i.e. the success or lack of it 
regarding customers delivery requirements. This has a serious effect on the 
perception of the customers regarding the business and can or cannot generate 
sales. 

The level of sales can influence again the profit or non profit of the operation 
generating potential investments, which can generate the availability of required 
resources® . 

If generating productivity or not then results will become apparent and these can 
be tracked and adjustments made regarding how the resources are used - this in 
term influences the level of productivity. 

The theory of C.A.P do is very evident here:

Track Results 
Adjust if required 
How to use resource 
Achieve Productivity 

(C) 
(A) 
(P) 
(D) 

Check 
Action 
Plan 
Do 

In this area then the success of productivity improvements would surely be 
reflected in the amount of sales generated via the perception and interest 
generated with the customer. 
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199617 
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Figure 1 shows the sales/turnover generated by the company over the last 5 
years with the effect of inflation removed. It should be noted that the volume 
fluctuations of these customers would also effect the data, but this must also be 
termed as a secondary customer perception generated through the original 
productivity performance. 
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Figure 1 

It can be seen from the data on turnover that the customers perception has been 
maintained and therefore a productivity problem has not been reflected. 

B) Is Productivity Low Compared To The Rest Of The Word? 

It is inherently very difficult to benchmark performance results against opposition 
organisations who are in a competitive mode with the enquirer. The N.S.P 
operation is fortunate in this regard as it belongs to the Nissan Global Family and 
as such has access to this type of data. 

The Nissan head office in Tokyo has a department called 890 which is dedicated 
to the computation, distribution and improvement of productivity results world 
wide. This data shows the productivity capability die setting and quality 
performance of Stamping operations world wide and is received monthly (See 
Appendix 23 and 24). 

Also data is supplied on a monthly basis to Japan in the format shown in 
Appendix 25 detailing the performance of the operation. 

The main criteria for monitoring the performance of a Stamping Plant is 
determined as the strokes per hour. 

This is broken down into two elements i.e. firstly the utilisation of time available 
as per figure 2 
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Figure 2 
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BASIC ELEMENTS: 

Maximum time is the maximum possible time during which an operator or a group of operators could work within a given period, 

e.g. 24 hours in one day. 

Hours Paid is the time for which an operator or a group of operators are actually paid for devided by the manning level. 

Hours Clocked (Available) is the time during which a machine could work based on attendance time. I.e. working day or week plus 

overtime. 


=(Heads-Absentees) x Shift length) + Overtime)Manning level 
Hours Clocked - Non-productive time (Worked) is the time during which an operator or group of operators is actually operating i.e. 
the ours clocked devided by the manning level less any down time, idle time, or ancillary time. 

=(Head-Absentees) x Shift Length) + Overtime)/Manning level)-Downtime. 
Hours Earned is the time that should be incurred in producing the output if the operator or group of operators are working 
according to standard under optimum conditions. 

=Volume produced x (Bottleneck machine/labour standard x Number of operations) 

VARIANCE ELEMENTS: 

Not Worked is the time outside normal shift hours e.g. time between shifts, lunch time. 

Management time is the time allowed by·management for operators to perform other functions than production, e.g. green area 

meeting, early leaving at end of shift, tea time. 

Idle time is the time during which a machine is available for production or ancillary work, but is not used due to shortage of work, 

materials or workers, including the time that the plant is out of balance. 

Ancillarv time is the time when a operator is temporarily out of production use due to change-ovens, setting, cleaning, etc. 

Down time is the time during which a operator cannot be operated on production or ancillary work due to breakdown, maintenance 

reqUirements, for other Similar reasons. 


Machine/Labour (Direct): 


Utilisation Worked 
Avail 

Efficiency Earned 
Worked 

Performance Earned 
Avail 

Productivity = Earned 
Paid 
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The second factor is the performance of the Machine Cycle time which is termed 
the strokes per minute and is measured during the running time of a press as 
depicted below. 

1 Press Stroke 

i=.J..__-ie} 
Start 
of 
loading 

Machine Starts. 
c} 
Bottom 
dead 
centre 
of 
press 

Standard 

Finish 
of off 
loading 

Machine finishes 

Time 

The S.P.M. starts when a sheet of steel is selected to be loaded at point a}, once 
in the machine the start button is activated at b} and the machine goes down and 
up resting at d} during this phase the stamping operation is performed when 
passing through point c). After d) the part is off-loaded and placed in a pallet at 
point e). 

The period of time from point a) to e) is the standard operating time and the more 
activities of a) to b) and d) to e) that can be performed between b) and d) 
improves the productivity. 

When the maximum amount of activities occur between b and d) then the 
operation is normally automated or at least mechanised in its own right. 

To summarise the indicated productivity is indicated by two factors: 

utilisation - how often does it run? and efficiency - how well does it run when it is 

running? 


As can be seen from Appendixes 23 & 24 the South African operation does not 
compare favourably in either category compared to overseas competitors. 

C) Are The Resources Being Managed Properly? 

Productivity in an enterprise is affected by a series of external factors that are 
extremely difficult to control with internal Management. 

This could consist of availability of raw materials, skilled labour at competitive 
prices, government legislation. A enterprise should make every effort as part of 
an industry to influence these factors, but cannot individually alter them. 
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Other factors, however, are under the control of an enterprise i.e. the internal 
management and an indication of how well these factors are managed indicate 
the company's ability to return requisite variety through acceptable productivity 
maintenance and improvements. 

A typical operation will be gauged in its output in terms of a product or service 
being rendered and basic work study techniques will show that this success or 
otherwise of the output is dependent on the management of the following 
j·esources. 

i} Land and Buildings 

The question to raise here is whether the correct geographical location has been 
chosen and if the buildings are environmentally and ergonomically friendly? 

Following examines the position of the operation in relation to the customers, and 
materials supply. 

N.S. P to Nissan = 2Km 
N.S.P to B.M.W = 2Km 
N.S. P to Samcor = 40Km 
N.S.P to Iscor = 120 Km 
N.S. P to Others = 1000 km 

The situation regarding the physical location and availability of employees has 
been analysed and tabulated (See Appendix 26). 

If reference is taken to the motivational section regarding H.P.T in the previous 
section it can be seen that the environmental elements of the operation are 
reasonably acceptable. 

ii} Materials 

To examine how well the use of materials are managed we need to list the major 
contributions, 

Sheet Steel Direct Processing Material 
Drawing Compound -) Direct Consumable 
Safety equipment -) 

Telephone 
Stationery Overhead expenses 
Cleaning 

Faxes etc. 


The success of material usage can surely be gauged on an overall basis of good 
quality, on time and the best price. In this area major problems occur due to the 
responsibility of the above activities being centralised off-site and not in the 
control of the user as seen in the following organogram. 
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The particular organisation as viewed makes any positive effects on productivity 
reside in the reactive phase only and not in a proactive manner. 

iii) Energy/Utilities 

The major utility in use is electricity. This not only drives the direct machinery 
such as presses etc., but also services the compressors to produce compressed 
air. The whole operation is dependant totally on the supply of compressed air at 
a maintained and adjustable line flow pressure. 

This has been clearly identified in the past via Risk Management activities. As a 
result a back-up main has been installed to ensure continuation of supply of 
electricity. Also stand-by compressors are installed to kick-in if a breakdown 
occurs on the compressors. The performance is tracked monthly 
(See Appendix 27). 

iv) Machines and equipment 

South African Stamping operations are referred to by overseas companies as 
Museums (refer Industrial Development Council Report on Downstream Carbon 
Clusters 1996). 

The average age of equipment in the operation is between 25 to 30 years and 
there has not been any major introduction of technology into the pressing 
operation over a 15 year period. 

Technology requires capital investment and the following graph tracks the capital 
budget approved by the Board over the last 10 years (records are not available 
before that stage). 
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If we view this from the point that at present stage costs a new press line would 
amount to ± R9 million and to fully automate 1 line in the region of R6 million we 
can see that the technological contribution to productivity has been minimal. 
Even though capital outlay has increased it still only remains at R3 000 000. 

v) 	 Human Resources 
Very little in-depth investigation is required into this area. The average age of 
the workforce is 45 years, additional people have not been employed for over 3 
years. The average education level is at Standard 5 and whilst intensive training 
has commenced over the last 2 years it surely is too little, too late. The 
management in this area has been sadly lacking over the years and productivity 
improvements were just expected to happen. The use made of all these 
resources combined determines the productivity of an enterprise as shown. 
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It has been determined through analysis that the effective management of input 
resources is handled as follows: 

FINDINGSSUBJECT 
SatisfactoryLand and Buildings 
Not managed effectively Materials 
Not managed effectively Machinery and equipment 
Well managed Energy 
Not managed effective.ly Human resources 

Generally the available resources are not managed well to cater for an 
acceptably productive situation. 

Previously three questions were posed. 

a) 	 Is the productivity level acceptable to the customer? If the sales are tracked as 
an indicator of customer perception. The answer is no. 

b) 	 Is productivity low compared to the rest of the world by examining data available 
through our Nissan Head office the answer is yes. 

c) 	 Are the resources being managed properly? If we examine the situation through 
the techniques applied by operations management and work study the answer is 
no. 

4.3.4 	 Conclusion 

To reach this stage the potential of each rule being a problem in own right has 
been rigorously examined. Via the technique of human performance technology 
a problem has been confirmed regarding motivation within the operation. 

A detailed analysis of the organisation through the construction of a viable 
systems model also highlights areas where the organisation is not structured in 
the best possible manner. Through analysing performance expectations and 
results against comparative data a low level of productivity is very evident. 

Therefore: 

Rule Low productivity can cause low profits. 

Case Productivity is low and could be causing low profits. 

Result Profits are low. 


4.4 	 ACTION 

Via the collection of data and observable facts the three areas of low motivation, 
wrong organisation and low productivity have proven to be a problem in their own 
right. This gives us the confidence to predict that they will have an effect on low 
profit. 

It is now necessary to check if those predictions are correct via inductive 
reasoning. This will be conducted in the following chapter. 

http:effective.ly
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CHAPTER 5 


INDUCTIVE REASONING 
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5.1. INTRODUCTION 

During the previous chapter the deductive phase of reasoning has established 
the following problems. 

Motivation is low. 
The organisation is wrong. 
Productivity is low. 

5.2 PLAN 

It is now necessary to determine whether the three problem areas identified are 
having the expected effect on the profits. 

The most practical way to observe and check this is to apply final 
recommendations and check for change. This will be done in future, but to close 
the study at this stage a means to check the effect at this point in time will be 
used. 

Firstly a rich understanding of how costs are applied to the operation through 
quoted prices will be laid out. This will enable us to check into the financial 
performance to confirm profits are low. 

For the effects of an under motivated workforce we will check for the financial 
costs generated for unnecessary hours of work. 

The effect of a wrong organisation will be examined regarding the overall effect it 
has shown regarding the growth of the company. 

To detect the effect of low productivity we will check the quoted performance of 
the product against the actual. 

5.3 DO &CHECK (Collect data and apply) 

If we consider that profit = sales - costs then the two areas of sales and costs 
would, if adversely affected, demonstrate low profits. 

The Nissan Stamping Plant is a make to order business and not operating in a 
retail environment therefore any short-term effect on sales is generated by the 
customer. 

As stated in previous chapters a long term perception placed on the customer 
could influence sales, but to detect short term profit problems this area of study 
will concentrate on the effect on costs. 

To affect profits costs would need to be more than expected. 

Figure 1 shows a breakdown of a typical costing method for a stamped 
component. 
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Direct Material 

Blank size x thickness x density =Mass 

Mass x price per ton = X 

Scrap allowance = 2% 

Total material cost = X+2% 


Operating Cost 

No of operations x strokes per hour x hourly machine rate = Y 
+ tool setting = Size of run x hourly machine rate = Z 

Die set time 
Total operating cost = Y + Z 

Mark-up/Profit = [(x + 2%) + (y + z)] x .15 = P 

Total price = (2 + 2%) + (Y + Z) + P 

Figure 1 

The budget for the 1995/96 financial year indicates a profit expectation of 
R3 558 000. (See Appendix 28). 

In the final financial statement for the 1995/1996 year we see an actual profit 
generation of R984,OOO.00 and therefore a shortfall of R2 574000 
(See Appendix 29). 

This is basis of the major premise - profits are low - we now need to examine the 
causes. 

5.3.1 Low Motivation 

As a cost item the lack of motivation manifest itself most directly through overtime 
worked in excess of budget. 

The overtime hours budgeted vs. hours worked per month during the financial 
year 1995/96 in both variable and fixed areas clearly shows on-costs which 
should not been required. This is clearly seen in the following table. 

http:R984,OOO.00
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Overtime in excess of budgeted plans is a direct result of tasks not being 
performed in all areas in a timely and motivated manner. 

Therefore we see the following: 

Case Motivation is low 
Results Profit is low 
Rule Low motivation is causing low profits. 

5,3,2 Wrong Organisation 

During the study of the Nissan Stamping Plant operation in chapter II the 
emphasis was placed on the operations regarding its requisite variety. 

That is its ability to respond to the variety posed to it from the external 
environment. Although indicating recursional problems in the reporting 
structures turnover figures show a steady increase in business/turnover over the 
last 5 years reflecting a good response to the external market this has increased 
from RaDD mil. in 1992 to R14D mil. in 1996. 

Whilst the organisation problems present a degree of awkwardness in the day to 
day activities taken place through the S2, and S3 systems the S1 system is 
clearly identified. In its own right upon examining the costing model in figure 1 
an area of direct influence cannot be detected from an organisation sense if 
viewed as system and not purely as in an organ or grammatical sense. 

Therefore we see the following: 

Case The organisation is wrong. 

Result Profits are low 

Rule The wrong organisation is not causing low profits. 


5.3.3 Productivity Is Low 

The operation cost depicted in figure 1 can be extracted as follows: Number of 
operations x strokes per hour x hourly machine rate. 
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a) Number of Operations 

Each component requires its own number of moulds/dies to produce a finished 
part. This is determined by the Engineers at the tool design stage e.g. front 
fender = Draw D.P. 10 

Trim Partial 20 
Flange and Cam Flange 30 
Final Trim and pierce 40 
Restrike and Flange 50 

or side re-enforcement 	 Blank D.P. 5 

Form 10 


Although the number of operations varies considerably per component once set it 
cannot change. 

b) Strokes per hour 

This is the potential number of times a press will go through its stroke (down and 
up) to produce that particular parts operation. 

e.g. Front fender 150 strokes per hour (parts) 

or side re-enforcement 250 strokes per hour (parts) 


It should be noted that the stroke is activated by an operator pressing a button 
and stops automatically ready for the next stroke. The S.P.H is set at quotation 
stage and areas from the historical data on similar parts and by examining the 
complexity of that particular component. A large factor is how well or how quick 
the part can be loaded and unloaded. 

If we t k r componen s we can see the f0 IIa e a cross sec Ion 0 f12 t 	 oWing: 
NO 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

COMPONENT NAME MODEL ITEM QUOTED ACTUAL DIFF. 
NO RATE RATE 

Brkt Battery B140 230 300 169 -131 
Panel Front fender LH UNO 44~ 184 
W/house outer RH ES 88/8 3 
Strut RR Inner RH AW 65 316 212 -104 
Brkt Ins Mtg. upper "An B140 57 375 188 -187 
Strut RR Inner LH AW 64 316 182 -134 
Pillar Ctr Inner Iwr RH ES 124 171 100 -71 
Dash Upper AW 146 300 91 -209 
Hoodledge RH/LH AW 213 250 132 -118 
Panel RR Gate Outer AW 84 207 187 -20 
Front fender LH ES 49 273 150 -123 
Panel Floor RRIRH AW 111 400 225 -175 

Most components can be seen to be running below their quoted rates. 

c) Hourly machine rate 

This rate shown in figure 6 is calculated for the year by taking all budgeted costs 
and all hours that can potentially be created and arriving at an average hourly 
rate. 
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i.e. All costs (less materials) 
Available MIC hours 

A weighting factor is then applied by machine for distributing i.e. an 800 ton 
press will carry twice the hourly rate compared to a 400 ton machine. 

There are two changes here firstly that actual costs for the year are higher than 
budgeted which can be seen as fact in appendix 33. Secondly the available 
hours are not utilised due to excessive downtime as shown below. 

DOWNTIME TARGET VS ACTUAL _TARGET 
_ACTUAL
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A problem regarding utilised time can also be seen here. Therefore we detect 
the following: 

Case Productivity is low 
Result Profit is low 
Rule Low productivity is causing low profits. 

5.3.4 Summary 

Having confirmed previously that:

Motivations is low 
The organisation is wrong 
Productivity is low 

5.4 ACTION 

We have proceeded to determine their effect on the major established mental 
model that profits are low. 

Through analysing the additional unbudgeted overtime hours that have been 
generated we can detect problems. The desire to perform the tasks successfully 
within the time allocated is lacking as such showing self motivational problems. 
This results is on-cost which in turn is detrimental to the profit. 

Some organisational problems are identified which could lead to future effects. 
The direct on-cost effecting profits can not be determined at this stage and does 
not show direct influence on the profits. 
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If the study were to proceed further a single-loop response would take place to 
re-examine the criteria selection in the abductive phase. A direct comparison 
between quoted or expected productivity levels and the actual performance very 
clearly shows problems. 

If the running cost of producing components is higher than the recovery in the 
selling price the profits will be lowered. 

The cost incurred on a monthly basis for direct processing material is 
conSistently higher than budgeted. The effects occur from not only pure cost of 
the product, but the back-lash of resultant delivery and quality concerns. Again 
the unexpected on-cost has a direct effect on the profitability of the operation. To 
summarise the needs of the study to the benefit of the operation we now see the 
following requirements for ongoing pragmatic improvements. This is not a 
stationery condition, but needs to remain active to meet the moving goal post 
syndrome. 

(pRAGMATIC PHILOSOPHY)" 
(I) SELECTMElHOOOLOOY 

PLAN \  (ll 

(4) 
(RE-ACTTO DO (ABDUCTIVE REASONING 
RECOMMENDATIONS DEDUCTIVE REASONING 

ACT 

CHECK 
(3)  (INDUCTIVE REASONING 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

This study has proceeded through steps 1, 2 and 3 it is now in the hands of the 
stakeholders to determine the actual event of step 4. This will effectively close 
the highest recursional loop that is established. 
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CHAPTER 6  

CONCLUSIONS  
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2 

RECOMMENDATIONS  

1. MOTIVATION 

Having proven that there is a definite problem with motivation in the operation 
and also that it has a direct effect on the profitability of the business it is vital to 
approach solutions in the correct areas. Human Performance Technology 
techniques highlight problems in the employment policy of the company and a 
lack of incentive to perform. 

A 5 to 10 year plan needs to be prepared to inject outside expertise into the 
necessary areas in a controlled manner to uplift the skills required. Also a 
general policy needs to be built into the plan to reduce the identified average age 
of the workforce from the identified level of 45 years. 

Once prepared it is critical that the plan is presented to the board for discussion 
and that the senior decision makers sign-off the agreement and also the 
expectations of the final benefits. 

Whilst there are many incentive schemes available world wide and also under 
the scrutiny of the company we need to give careful consideration to their 
suitability of our environment - many have failed elsewhere or had limited 
success. 

The motivation required should be through the involvement and increased 
responsibility of all employees. 

The global Nissan Plant Management System (N.P.M.S) is a proven and 
acceptable method of achieving these requirements. As such the initial 
introduction of this into the plant must be fully supported by senior Management 
and complete introduction must be obtained. 

ORGANISATION 

Whilst problems were identified in the company's organisation a direct effect on 
profitability could not be exposed. The potential for an effect to materialise 
through the profits generated must be high and as such the organisational 
problems can not be ignored. 

Responsibility at recursionallevels were proven to be vague and confusing and it 
did not appear logical for a few areas to be decentralised. 

The finance and purchasing activities should be brought back into the operation 
so that their role in S2 monitoring and S3 control activities can be clearly seen 
and understood. System 5 policy activities should also be re-adjusted with the 
reporting structure through to the senior executives to be direct and not through 
the Nissan Vehicle Assembly Division. 

This would facilitate independent policy decision making at S5 RO from the 
Nissan Stamping Plant operating itself. 
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3) LOW PRODUCTIVITY  

Productivity is clearly seen to be substantially lower to every comparison that 
was drawn. Also the effect on profitability is very direct and clearly identified. 

The same criteria needs to be applied here that has been previously mentioned 
for organisational problems. 

The basis of N.P.M.S is Hoshin Kanri and Genba Kanri which are respectively 
translated as Business Management and Shop Floor Management. Both 
techniques use a basis of the Plan, Do, Check and Action Loop. Whilst the H.K 
activities have been entrenched in the company for ± 5 years G.K has not been 
present. 

The G. K. activities must be firmly driven into the operation as a mandatory way of 
life therefore placing performance expectations on all employees. They must 
also be involved in the decision process at all required levels. 

Some Managers have been to Nissan Tokyo for formal training in this regard and 
also that programme must be actively pursued. 
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REVANS - THE MANAGERIAL ALPHABET (Appendix 1) 

Revans states that the behaviour of an enterprise is a total entity and it is determined by 
the most powerful coalition inside it. In managerial terms we may say that the first task 
of the coalition is constantly to review its goals the second to direct the enterprise 
towards them Also he states that those who would influence the world must in their turn 
be influenced by it ,therefore maintaining requisite variety for the entity. 

Managerial Tasks 

Flexible causes of action demand the following: 

a) An evaluation of the outcome of the action is an hypothesis, to be aware of 
difficulties to surmount. 

b) A direction that resources can be found to deal with outcome 
pre-planning. 

c) Adequate knowledge and information on the above. 

When evaluating managerial values related to the external system the needs of the  
Owner and Clients need to be clearly understood. When examining the Internal System  
on hand the relationship between Actor, Owner, Client and Resources needs to be  
clearly understood. The design of a Management System or strategy demands  
information on 3 things.  

... Value System of Managers.  

... External System they exploit  

... Internal System by which they exploit it.  

Thereby we create a System Alpha Paradigm which states that values, External  
Systems and Internal Systems mean different things to different players. When we  
examine the needs and relationships between the elements of System Alpha the  
complete system is referred to as System Beta. There are 4 areas of content - Data  
Bank, Value System, Internal System and External System and the cycle of negotiations  
between them or System Beta can be described as follows:  

a) A survey stage of design elements of 3 system Alpha's (observation).  
b) A trial decision stage to select most suitable system Alpha design (theory).  
c) An action stage in which a trial is implemented (experiment).  
d) An inspection stage to compare A & B (evaluate).  
e) A control stage where necessary action is taken (accept or modify.)  

System Beta provides the underlying logic of the fundamental processes of intelligent  
trial and error and thus appears in three common process - the scientific method (to be  
discussed later), the rational decision and the learning process (Handy and Mumford).  

Decision Negotiations - System Beta 

Typical questions are: 

... In an analysis of what is going on what are the critical factors? 
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... What is likely to happen in the future?  

... What is the true nature of the demand we face or in the future?  

... What sets of factors would we wish to give our policies?  

If System Beta is combined with the ability through the process of scientific method and  
learning with the ability to test ones belief then System Gamma is created. This allows  
for either a single or double loop response to be placed back into the actions required  
or belief de-stabilisation respectively.  

This is depicted as follows:  

ACTUAL 
PROBLEM 
IN FIELD "- MANAGERIAL 

VALUE &~ FACTS OBJECTIVES  
GIVENTO  
MANAGER  

/ 1 TRIAL FIELD SECOND
MANAGERIAL PROBLEM NEW 

ACTION CHECK STAGE--"'IDEAREPORTINGt 1 AS SEEN 
CHANNELS ,- - - BY MANAGER / 

MANAGERS 
PRACTICAL t I 
EXPERIENCE MANAGERS RESOURCES L-.-________----', 

\ MENTAL KNOVIIN TO EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION 
'---... REASON MANAGER 

/
MANAGER AS  
UNIQUE PERSON  ISYSTEM GAMMA I 

REVANS MANAGEMENT AND THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

This consists of five major steps  
... Observations of the External World.  
... The formulation of theories based on these observation.  
... The design and conduct to test these theories.  
... Comparison and the experimental results with the results predicted by these  

theories. 
... The rejection, modification or confirmation of these theories in accordance with 

the results of these comparisons. 

These five steps can also be deemed as a Management Strategy and strong statistical 
evidence should be in place before rejecting or modifying theories. 

Karl Marx, William Jones and John Devey state that there is no theoretical knowledge 
but all knowledge to them is merely our ability to make things. The extension of the 5 
step scientific method into practical examples allows for a formalised approach to 
problems - it can be summarised as follows: 

1. Find out what needs to be done - relationship to concern. 
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2.  Decide what needs to be done - resource availability etc. 
3.  Do it in what seems to be the best way. 
4.  Test how well it has been done. 
5.  Review and modify. 

i.e. Observe, formulate theories, experiment, compare, adjust. Each of the above fields 
will carry a need for the following support activities. 

1.  Collect data from a given universe and classify. 
2.  On this data suggest what needs to be done. 
3.  Collect entirely different data at random from the same universe. 
4.  Test by statistical news if the suggestion in (2) is confirmed by (3). 
5.  If confirmed proceed with strategy, if not re-examine data or make new 

suggestions (that is believe in Hypothesis or actual results). 

Revans quotes that it is the sum of art and science that makes the Manager. 

Judgement And Hunches 

A successful hunch using Managerial Judgement needs to transcend all the available 
data and information at hand. If these data were sufficient then a valid scientific 
hypothesis could be determined. 

Revans states here that neither formal inSights into subjects nor directed arguments 
over case-studies are redeemed to be substitutes for practical experience, they are 
proclaimed to be no more than aids for its interpretation. 

Therefore a good experienced hunch can be based on practical experience, the 
managerial ability to consider probability and risk of failure, but also using the elements 
of the scientific approach where possible. Therefore a good hunch becomes a better 
one. 

Fund Of Preferred Value 

If we consider a law of nature to be simply our way of looking at nature we can tend to 
accept a situation. If we shift that paradigm or mental model we can see that situations 
are not as tidy and straightforward as they seem. 

When Managerial decisions are taken and processes started to suit their actions it is 
important to be aware of the Human values within the process. To this end Revans 
states. 

The Manufacturing Policy of a Firm to reduce product variety, lower cost, improve 
quality without raising costs, or to substitute cheaper raw material without lowering 
quality, or to install machinery in order to reduce manpower, should be known to all 
members of the Firm so that they adopt the same attitude to daily problems. 

If as previously stated we shift our mental model or belief before embarking on a 
change process we can try to interpret the views of others - this then will lead also to an 
acceptance of others. If not we will at least understand why and be able to manage it. 
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Declaration Of Preferred Aims 

This states that behind every situation in which decisions need to be taken by 
Management a set of preferred objectives are present. We need to ask how much can 
be gained in the short run and how much can be sacrificed as shown . 

ItGH • 

LOW 

LOWItGH ISACRIFICE I 

The gains involved should be identified and listed such as large adjustments, raw 
materials, quality improvements, utilisation improvements, capital demands etc. These 
should be ranked by priority order, but not necessarily only in economic terms. The 
ranked expression of these preferences is called the declaration of preferred aims. 

For each decision taken a table should be produced to easily identify the losses or 
gains against each resource, also the purposed action and changes could be listed in 
the table - this could be called the estimate of alternate results. 

It is then possible to compare the estimate of alternate results with the preferred aims 
therefore allowing decisions to be taken when selecting further actions. 

Also during the examination various views can be obtained from stakeholders and the 
resulting input used to aqjust the priority ranking in the table. 

Revans states that Management frequently admit that their decisions are based on 
guess-work, and complain that they cannot get the facts. But this is normally because 
they do not know what they need. 

1. SYSTEM (or situation) 

A system consists of two or more interaction elements. It may exist in a self
sustaining state or may display elements of change through a generative or 
degenerative direction. 

When an additional element is either added or taken away the system changes 
as a whole and also the particular elements change. 

A system can be viewed in many different ways by different stakeholders who 
have different needs and expectations from it. 
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The difficulty of absolute or universal limits needs to be carefully considered as 
knowledge needs to be independent of the content of the system Le. a problem 
needs to be examined on a higher plane of thought then it was created. The 
relevance of ideas regarding the system in focus makes an important contribution 
to the values of your ideas to others. 

2. CONCERN (Or complication) 

A concern is ofter, brought about by a change in the situation or the environment 
it lives in. Useful words to describe concern are discomfort, pain, hurt 
unhappiness, difficulty or mess. 

Concern can also relate to the way things are managed, management should 
give meaning and understanding and may not exist in that system. In all cases 
there is a perceived need to bring about change, but the perception from 
stakeholders must also be considered and understood. 

3. QUESTION 

Concerns are often expressed in very general or abstract terms. Framing them 
into questions make them far more concrete. A maximum of 5 questions should 
be considered and tested with the stakeholders where possible. 

4. REASONING 

The quality and rigour of reasoning will have a major effect on the confidence 
displayed regarding the answer by all involved. Understanding of the situation 
and concern will reveal the relevant information needed. How one proceeds 
from there to the answer is a product of reasoning. 

Any reasoning process contains 3 distinct elements - the system or case, the 
answer or rule and the concern or result. The purpose is to develop an answer 
(rule) that will deal with a concern (result) in a particular system (case). The 
process involves three modes of reasoning - deduction, induc/Lion and abduction 
- these will be analysed at a later stage. 

5. EVALUATION 

The ideal way of evaluating an answer is to take the actions it suggests and see 
if they adequately deal with the concerns of the situation existing if this is not 
possible it should be tested against ones experience and that of others. If an 
answer makes better sense of some past experience it is likely to offer something 
of value. 
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SHEWART - P.D.C.A. (Appendix 2) 

This is a learning cycle widely used in Japanese Industry and can be depicted as 
follows: 

PLAN 

ACTION 

00 

CHECK 

It is not actually one closed loop but a continuing spiral of improvements. If a 
plan is put into place the implementation of it (do) is actioned and completed. 
Upon completion the result of the actions against the planned expectations are 
checked and analysed. This invariably leads to actions needed to make 
adjustments to the plan and so the spiral continues. This technique by its 
explanation demonstrates the process of continuous improvement within a 
pragmatic philosophy. 

STEP 3 - TIME FRAMEWORK IN USE (Figure 2 Refer) 

The framework as previously stated is based on a philosophy of pragmatism that 
is the desire to activity question and pursue improvements and ensure they meet 
their logical conclusions. An inherent Mental Model or belief is therefore set 
which states that change will be pursued and norms will be questioned. 

TO START THE LOOP 

Once the desire to start the process is in place the first elements of the 
S.C.O.A.R.E. technique are used i.e. S.O.C.A. During this process the situation 
or system will be examined, a search for the complications involved, the 
questions to be posed and firmly the formulation of hypothetical answers. The 
whole process will be driven by the specific Mental Model in use which will 
influence the hypothetical answers and generate the concerns when this Mental 
Model is de-stabilised. This particular Mental Model in use will be influenced by 
the Internal and External expectations of the stakeholders and the user of the 
framework. 
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Also strong influence will be evident from not only the personality of the user but 
also previous experiences of success or failures. 

Whilst formulating the questions raised by the concern in the situation the values 
and objectives and resource availability needs to considered and also a 
declaration of preferred aims should be established before commencing with 
activities. 

THE LEARNING CYCLE 

The learning cycle loop is based on Revans scientific methods. This starts with 
an observation of the external world and would involve the collection of data and 
information regarding the situation in the areas of concern identified. 

Step 2 involves the formulation of theories or the facts of the observation and 
generates theories of what should be happening and how therefore generating a 
set of aims. During the course of this the strength and validity of those theories 
can be tested using the plan, do, check and action cycles. 

Step 3 asks the question what is the real world like and is the experimental 
stage. The experiment can be in the form of actual action, but often time is a 
delaying factor in this regard. 

Useful techniques here can take the form of interviews forming a world view on 
the issue, soft system methodology to establish the true combined picture, the 
use of multiple perspectives., etc. The most critical element is to capture the real 
essence of what is actually occurring - this can again be confirmed using the 
plan, do, check and action cycles. 

Once the theory is established and experiments concluded a comparison takes 
place in step 4 to detect the result. 

THE RESULTS 

Upon comparison of step 3 and 4 two distinct event can occur. Firstly the actual 
result or outcome can confirm the initial desired results or hypothetical 
predictions in which case conclusions and recommendation could be formulated. 

Secondly the actual result can disagree with the original hypothetical predictions 
therefore creating a gap and generating doubts. If we look at an attitude of 
single loop learning then the actual result would be questioned and the problem 
returned to the observation stage for re-evaluation. If double loop learning is 
applied the original hypothesis plus predictions will be questioned and the 
situation revisited to re-destabilise the Mental Model in use - this is the route to 
be pursued. 
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HANDY - The Learning Wheel (Appendix 3) 

He generates a learning wheel as follows: 

(ACTIVISTS) 0 
QUESTION 

o 
(THEORISTS) 

o 
(REFLECTORS) THEORY 

REFLECTKlN 

TEST o 
(PRAGMATISTS) 

He states the following facts about learning: 

It is not just knowing answers.  
It is not the same as studying.  
It is not measured in examinations.  
It is not automatic (pragmatism)  
It is not only for intellectuals.  
It is not finding out what other people know.  

Handy also discuses what he calls a proper or responsible selfishness which is a 
representation of a selfish attitude towards the desire to learn and those who learn best 
display the following: 

a) They take responsibility for themselves and their future i.e. they do not extemalise their 
problems (the they syndrome). 

b) They have a clear vision (strategic intent). 
c) They want to make sure they get it. 
d) They believe they can. 

Negative capability is deemed to be the ability to accept ones set-backs or failures and 
continue with the same desire. This is important if following a double-loop learning style 
and accepting the potential disproving of an hypothesis, although every attempt will 
have been made to generate successful hypothesise. 

Blocks To Change 

The they syndrome is an extemalising of ones own problems. Fatality/humility is the 
acceptance to stop enquiry due to being criticised or humbled. Theft of purpose is to 
remove someone's goal and force your own expectations on them. The missing 
forgiveness is to not forgive a person for failure or mistakes - mostly to store negative 
stamps as detailed in transactional analysis. 
MUMFORD· LEARNING STYLE AND LEARNING SKILLS (Appendix 4) 
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The content of learning styles is explained as follows: 

The realities of managerial life have very little to do with text book theory. Most 
learning for most Managers most of the time occurs from job learning that is from 
hunches. The contribution of classroom learning without experience is 
meaningless. 

Defining learning styles Mumford refers to Kolb's learning wheel as follows: 

ABSTRACT CONCEPT 

Kolb states the following regarding learning styles. 

... It begins with a here and now experience. 

... It follows with a collection of data and observations about that 
experience. 

... It contains an analysis of that data. 

... It reaches the final stage with modification of behaviour (or belief). 
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Appendix 5 

HYPOTHESIS SUITABILITY MATRIX  
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1  AFFINITY DIAGRAMS (Appendix 6) 

This is a creative process but has logical steps within its own content. 

When to use an AFFINITY DIAGRAM 

a) Facts or thoughts are in chaos, i.e., a destabilised mental model 
is present through pragmatic thinking. 

b) Breakthroughs in traditional concepts are needed - a shifting of 
paradigms or stabilised mental models. 

c) Support for a solution is essential for successful implementation, i.e., 
selection of the best hypotheses in a solution. The steps are:

1.1  ASSEMBLE THE RIGHT TEAM 

A vertical cross section of people who know the subject is most desirable. It 
should be limited to a maximum of six people. Based on the theory of 7 ± 2 this 
will keep the process in the creative phase. 

1.2  PHRASE THE ISSUE TO BE CONSIDERED 

This technique seems to work best when an issue is vaguely stated, e.g., What 
are the things that might affect profits?! The statement should then be clearly 
stated at the top of the page. 

1.3  GENERATE AND RECORD IDEAS 

The ideas should be generated through brainstorming. 

The following rules should apply:

• no criticism of ideas 
• large number of ideas in short time 
• all members to be involved 
• record as spoken - do not interpret 

These responses can then be recorded as separate cards or on a flip-chart. The 
phrases should be as concise as possible and should contain a noun and a verb 
to avoid ambiguity. 

1.4  DISPLAY COMPLETED CARDS 

All cards should now be mixed and spread out randomly. 

1.5  ARRANGE THE CARDS INTO RELATED GROUPING 

The sorting should be done by the whole team, but in silence to encourage 
unconventional thinking and prevent verbal influence by consensus. 
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Some cards may not fit and could/could not survive as loners. At this stage, 
people must react quickly and not contemplate (not a game for reflectors). 

The columns created should be referred to as groupings and not categories 
which seems to encourage more flexible thinking. 

1.6 CREATING THE HEADER CARDS 

A card should now be identified that captures the central idaa of all the cards in 
that particular grouping. Many times this does not exist and then a Header Card 
must be created. Header Cards should state in three to five words the essence 
of the grouping. A good test for a Header Card is to remove all other cards in the 
grouping and determine if a rich understanding of the issue still exists. 

1.7 DRAWING THE FINISHED AFFINITY DIAGRAM 

At this stage, lines should be drawn around each grouping and then related 
groupings placed near each other and connected by lines. This may create a 
new Header Card which is referred to as a Super Header. 

Therefore in summary a group of data is examined and by a process of synthesis 
the issues are summarised back to the whole. 
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APPENDIX 8  

PROFITS ARE LOW 

FINAL AFFINITY DIAGRAM 
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Appendix 9 
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APPENDIX 10  

To rate by order of appearance 
OUT TOTAL!r1 

Bad Customer Service 5 0 5  
Expectations too high 0 2 2  
Unreasonable Legislation 0 1 1  
Bad Attitude to Suppliers 1 1 2  
Stock flow wrong 1 5 6  
Stocks too high 1 1 2  
Lack of Purchasing control 1 2 3  
Material usage not controlled 2 1 3  
Wrong Material used 0 3 3  
Excessive scrap 3 0 3  
Excessive rework 3 0 3  
Insufficient training 0 3 3  
Low Motivation 4 2 6  
Age of workforce 0 1 1  
No return investment on people 0 3 3  
Unsuitable environment 0 2 2  
Low Education 1 2 3  
Business mix is wrong 1 2 3  
Wrong business to be in 2 1 3  
Costing method is wrong 0 1 1  
Bad Management 3 2 5  
Wrong Organisation 3 1 4  
Inefficient Operation 10 0 10  
Insufficient feedback loops 0 2 2  

Check 40 37 77  

(In + Out should = Total) 

At this stage a basic assumption was agreed upon by the team. It was agreed by consensus that a weighting factor of 2 would be 
introduced upon items "causing" relationships as opposed to being "effected" by them and this resulted in the following listing. 

Weighted Listing (Out x 2) 
IN OUT TOTAL 

Bad Customer Services 5 0 5  
Expectations too high 0 2><2(4) 4  
Unreasonable Legislation 0 1x2(2) 2  
Bad attitude to Suppliers 1 lx2(2) 3  
Stock flow wrong 1 5x2(10) 11  
Stocks too high 1 1x2(2) 3  
Lack of Purchasing control 1 2><2(4) 5  
Material Usage not controlled 2 2><2(4) 6  
Wrong material used 0 3x2(6) 6  
Excessive Scrap 3 0 3  
Excessive Rework 3 0 3  
Insufficient Training 0 3x2(6) 6  
Low motivation 4 2><2(4) 8  
Age of workforce 0 1x2(2) 2  
No return investment on people 0 3x2(6) 6  
Unsuitable environment 0 2><2(4) 4  
Low education 0 1x2(2) 2  
Business mix is wrong 1 2><2(4) 5  
Wrong business to be in 2 2><2(4) 6  
Costing method is wrong 0 1x2(4) 2  
Bad Management 3 2><2(4) 7  
Wrong Organisation 3 1x2(2) 5  
Low Productivity 10 0 10  
Insufficient feedback loops 0 2><2(4) 4  

CHECK 40 114 154  
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ANALYTICAL CRITERIA RESULTS 
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Appendix 12 

DECIMALIZED CRITERIA RESU L TS 

! 

I 

A 8 C D E F TOTAL %OR 
GRAND 
TOTAL 

i A 1 5 5 .1 1 00 22.1 23% 
B .2 1 .1 .1 .1 1 2.5 2.6% 

.c .2 5 1 .2 .2 1 7.6 8% 
D 10 10 5 1 1 10 37 39% 

!E 1 10 5 1 1 5 23 24% 
F .1 1 1 .1 .2 1 34 3.5% 
TOTAL 11.6 32 17.1 2.5 3.5 28 94.7 GRAND 

TOTAL 



THEN: 
1 = Equal Acceptance 
5 = Signiricanlly more acceptance 
10 = Extremely more acceptance 
115 = Significanlly less acceptance 
1/10 = Extremely less acceptance 

A B C 0 E F 
A 1 10 1 5 10 1/5 
B 1/10 1 1/10 1/5 1 1/10 
C 1 10 1 5 5 1 
0 1/5 5 115 1 5 1/5 
E 1/10 1 115 1/5 1 1/10 
F 5 10 1 5 10 1 
0 5 1 1 1/5 5 1 
H 1 5 5 115 1 1 

+ 1/5 10 5 1/5 10 1 
10 10 10 1/10 10 5 

K -5 10 10 1110 10 5 
L 1/5 1 1/5 1/5 1 115 
M 1 1 1 1 10 1 
N 1/5 1 115 1/5 5 1/5 
0 1 5 1/5 115 1 1/5 
P 1 1 1 115 5 1 
a 1/10 1 5 1 5 1 
R 1 10 1 1 10 5 
S 1 5 1 1 10 5 
T 5 5 10 5 10 10 
U 1 1 5 1 5 1 

~ 1 1 5 1 5 1 
,VJ.> 10 5 10 1 10 1 
X 1/5 1 1/5 1/5 1 1 

-

OTA 57,3 
L 111 71.3 30,2 146 43.2 

-

G 

1/5 
1 
1 
5 

1/5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
5 
1 
5 

115 
115 
5 
1 
1 
5 
5 
1 
1 
5 

115 
60 

ANALYTICAL MATRIX 

CRITERIA - IMPORTANCE TO OWNERS 
H I J K l M N 0 P a R s 
1 5 1/10 1/5 5 1 5 1 1 10 1 1 

1/5 1/10 1110 1/10 1 1 1 5 1 1 1110 1/5 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/10 5 1 5 5 1 1/5 1 1 
5 5 10 10 5 1 5 5 5 1 1 1 
1 1/10 1/10 1/10 1 1/10 1/5 1 1/5 1/5 1/10 1110 
1 1 1/5 1/5 5 1 5 5 1 1 115 1/5 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1/5 5 5 1/5 1 1 1/5 
1 1 1/5 1/5 115 1/10 1/5 1 1 1/5 1/5 1/10 
1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 5 5 1/5 1/5 
5 1 1 1 5 5 1 5 5 1 1 1/5 
5 1 1 1 5 5 1 5 5 1 1 115 
5 115 1/5 1/5 1 1 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 115 

S-
f-

10 1 115 115 1 1 1 1 1 1/5 1/5 
5 1 1 1 5 1/5 1 10 5 5 1 1 
1 1 1/5 115 1 1 1/10 1 115 1/5 1/10 1/10 
1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1 1 1/5 5 1 5 1/5 1/5 
5 115 1 1 1 1 115 5 115 1 1/5 1/5 
5 5 1 1 5 5 1 10 5 5 1 1 
10 5 5 5 5 5 1 10 5 5 1 1 
1 5 5 5 1 5 1 10 5 5 1 10 
5 5 5 5 1/5 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 
5 1 1 1 1 1/5 5 5 5 5 1 1 
10 5 1 1 1 1 5 10 10 10 5 5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

65,4 47 35,8 39,9 62,4 40,6 51,1 109 69,6 70,8 23,7 30,3 

T U V W 
1/5 1 1 1/10 
115 1 1 1/5 
1/10 1/5 1/5 110 
1/5 1 1 1 
1/10 1/5 115 1/10 
1/10 1 1 1 
1/5 1 1 1/5 
1 1/5 1/5 1/10 

115 1/5 1 1/5 
115 1/5 1 1 
1/5 1/5 1 1 
1 5 1 1 

115 1 5 1 
1 1 1/5 115 

1/10 1 1/5 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/5 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/5 1/10 
1 1/5 1 1/5 

1/10 1/5 1 1/5 
1 1 5 1 
1 1 10 1 

1/5 1/10 1 1/10 
1 1 10 1 

1/10 1/5 1 1110 
9,6 18,5 44,6 11,1 

X TOTAL 
5 75 
'1 17,7 
5 49,4 
5 28,8 
1 8,6 
1 67.9 
5 37,6 
1 22.1 
1 54,4 
1 85,7 
1 79,7 
1 24 
1 50 

. 1 56,4 
1 16,3 
1 31,1 
1 31,8 
1 77,4 
1 68,5 

10 122 
5 76,2 
1 48,6 
10 129 : 
1 18,2 

62 1328 

% 
5,6 
1,3 
3,7 
5,9 
0,6 
5,1 
2.8 
1,6 
4,0 
6,5 
6,0 
1 8 
3,8 
4,2 
1,2 
2,3 
2,4 
5,8 
6,7 

!l2. 
5,7 
3,7 
9,l; 
1,1; . 

! . 
~ 

....... N 
W 01 



A B C D E F G H I 
A 1 1 5 5 5 1 5 1 1/5 
B 1 1 5 5 1 1 1 1/5 1/5 
C 1/5 115 1 1 1/5 115 1 1/5 115 
D 1/5 1/5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1/5 
E 1/5 1 5 1 1 1 5 1 1 
F 1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 1 
G 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1 1 
H 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1/5 
I 5 5 5 5 1 1 1 5 1 
J 5 5 10 1 5 5 5 5 1 
K 5 5 10 1 5 5 5 5 1 
L 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
M 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
N 5 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
0 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
P 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
a 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
R 1 1/5 5 1 1/5 1/5 5 1/5 1 
S 1 1/6 5 1 1/5 1/5 5 1/5 1 
T 5 1 1 1 1 1 10 5 1 
U 10 5 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 
V 10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
W 5 5 1 5 10 10 5 5 10 
X 10 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

trOTAL 116,8 106,8 136 106 106 104 131 106,8 95 .. ~ ... ---.--... --

ANALYTICAL MATRIX 

IMPORTANCE TO THE ACTORS 

J K L M N 0 P a 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/10 1/5 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1110 1/10 1/10 1110 1/10 
1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 

1 1 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1110 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1/5 115 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/10 
1 1 1/10 1/10 1/10 1110 1/10 1/10 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 115 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 
5 5 1 1 5 1/5 5 1 
5 5 1 1 5 1 5 5 
5 5 1/5 1/5 1 1 1/5 10 
5 5 5 1 1 1 10 1 
5 5 1/5 1/5 5 1/10 1 1 
5 5 1 115 1/10 1 1 1 
1 1 1/10 1/10 1110 1/5 1 1/5 
1 1 1/10 1/10 1/10 1/5 1 1/6 
5 5 115 1/5 1 115 5 1/5 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 5 1 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1/5 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

46,3 46,3 12,5 7,7 22,9 8,6 38,5 24,9 

R s T U V 

1 1 115 1/10 1/10 
5 5 1 115 1/5 

1/5 1/5 1 1 1/5 
1 1 1 1/5 1/5 
5 5 1 1/5 1/5 
5 5 1 115 1/5 

1/5 1/5 1110 1/5 1/5 
5 5 1/5 115 1/5 
1 1 1 1/5 1/5 
1 1 1/5 1 1 
1 1 1/5 1 1 
10 10 5 5 5 
10 10 5 5 5 
10 10 1 5 1 
5 5 5 5 5 
1 1 1/5 1/6 1 
5 5 5 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 5 5 
1 1 1/5 1 1 
1 1 115 1 1 
1 1 1 1 5 
1 1 1/5 1 1 

73,4 73,4 32,7 36,7 36,7 

W X 
1/5 1/10 
1/5 1/5 
1 1/5 

1/5 1/5 
1/10 . 1/5 

1/10 1/5 
115 1/5 
115 1/5 
1110 1/5 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 5 
1 1 

1/5 1 
1 5 

1/5 1 
15,7 24,7 

TOTAL .A. 
26 1,7 

28,2 1,9 
8,8 0,6 
13 0,9 

28,9 1,9 
29,7 2,0 
11,9 0,8 
28,2 1,9 
34,3 2,3 
51,4 3,4 
51,4 3,4 

147,2 9,8 
155 10,3 

136,6 9,0 
146 9,7 

112,9 7,5 
123,3 8,2 
24,5 1,6 
24,5 1,6 
61,6 4,1 
61 4,0 
61 4,0 
79 4,0 

63,4' 4,2 
1509, 

GRAN!) TOT Alb 
'0 
(1) 
::J 
Q. 

x' .:.... 
..... 1\.) 
~O> 



A B C D E F G H I 
A 1 5 5 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/10 1 1 
B 1/5 1 1 1/5 115 1/5 1/5 1/5 1/5 
C 1/5 1 1 1/5 1/5 115 1/5 1/5 1/10 
D 5 5 5 1 1 1 1 5 5 
E 5 5 5 1 1 , 1 1/5 1 1 
F 5 5 5 1 1 1 .~ 1 1 
G 10 5 5 1 5 5 1 10 10 
H 1 5 5 1/5 1 1 1/10 1 1 
I 1 5 10 1/5 1 1 1/10 1 1 
J 10 10 10 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 5 1 
K 10 10 10 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 5 1 
L 5 5 1 1/5 115 1/5 1/5 1 5 
M 5 5 1 1 1/10 1110 1 1 5 
N 1/5 5 1 1/5 1/10 1110 1/5 1 1 
0 5 5 1 1 1110 1/10 1 1 1 
P 1 5 5 1 115 1/5 1 1 1 
Q 1 1 1 1 115 1/5 1 1 5 
R 10 5 5 1 5 5 1 5 5 
S 10 5 5 1 1 1 1 5 5 
T 10 10 10 1 5 5 5 10 10 
U 1 5 5 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1 1 
V 1 5 5 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 1 1 
w 10 5 5 1 10 10 1 5 5 
X 1 5 5 1 1/5 115 1 1 1 

rrdlAl 108,6 12l 118 18,2 33,4 33,4 17,3 64,4 64,4 

ANALYTICAL MATRIX 

COST EFFECTIVENESS 

J K L M N 0 P Q 
1/10 1/10 1/5 1/5 5 1/5 1 1 
1/10 1/10 1/5 1/5 1/5 .~ 1/5 1/5 
1/10 1/10 1 1 1 1 1/5 1 

1 1 5 1 5 1 1 1 
5 5 5 10 10 10 5 5 
5 5 5 10 10 10 5 5 
5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 

1/5 1/5 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 
1 1 1 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 
1 1 1 1/5 1 1 1 1/5 
1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 
5 5 1 1 5 1 1 5 
1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1/5 1/5 1/5 
1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 5 1 1 1 
5 5 1 1/5 5 1 1 1 

1/5 115 1/5 1/5 10 1 5 5 
1/5 115 1/5 1/5 10 1 5 5 
1 1 1/5 1/10 10 1 5 5 
1 1 115 1110 1 5 1 1/5 
1 1 1110 1110 1 5 1 1/5 
1 1 1/5 1 1 1 10 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 5 1 

38,9 38,9 31,9 32,1 100,2 48,6 54,6 42,4 

R S T U 

1/10 1/10 1/10 1 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/5 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1/5 
1 1 1 1 

1/5 1 1/5 5 
115 1 1/5 5 
1 1 1/5 5 

1/5 1/5 1/10 1 
1/5 1/5 1/10 1 
5 5 1 1 
5 5 1 1 
5 5 5 5 
5 5 10 10 

1/10 1/10 1110 1 
1 1 1 5 

115 1/5 1/5 1 
1/5 1/5 115 5 
1 1 1 5 
1 1 1 5 
1 1 1 10 

1/5 1/5 1110 1 
1/5 1/5 1/10 10 
1 1 115 10 
1 1 1 1 

30,2 30,2 25 90,4 

V W 
1 1110 

1/5 1/5 
1/5 1/5 
1 1 
5 1/10 
5 1/10 
5 1 
1 1/5 
1 1/5 
1 1 
1 1 
10 5 ._-
10 1 
1 1 
5 1 
1 1/10 
5 1 
5 1 
5 1 
10 5 

1/10 1110 
1 1/10 

10 1 
1 10 

85,5 32,4 

X 
1 

1/5 
1/5 
1 

- 5 
5 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

115 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

10 
1 

38,6 

TOTAL "/,, 
24,9 1,9 
6,1 0,5 
10 0,8 
52 4,0 

91,9 7,0 
91,9 7,0 

90,12 6,9 
25,6 2,0 
29,6 2,3 
59 4,5 
59 4,5 

65,8 5,0 
85,2 6,5 
17,1 1,3 
42,2 3,2 
30,3 2,3 
47,2 3,6 
78,8 6,0 
78,8 6,0 
118,3 9,1 
26,8 2,1 
36,9 2,8 

105: 8.1 
43, 3,3 

1304,e 
GRAN!! TOT~ 

, " 
" (J) 
::I 
C. 
):(' ...... 
...... 1'" 
U'I --./ 
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Appendix 16 

RANKING OPTIONS BY CRITERIA 
EVALUATION CRITERIA IMPORTANT IMPORTANT COST ROW TOTAL 

OPTIONS TO OWN o ACTORS EFFECTIVENESS (%OF) 
GRAND TOTAL 

Bad customer SeMces 0.056 x .39 .26 .004 019'm (.03) 

Expectations too high 0.013 x.39 = .005 .019 x .26 =. 005 .005 x . 011 (.01) 

Unreasonable Legislation 0.037 x .39= .014 .006 x .26 = .002 .008 x 018 (.02) 

Bad attitude to Suppliers 0.059 x .39 = .023 .em x .26 ;; .002 .040 x .24:::: .010 0.035 (.04) 
Stock flow wrong 0.006 x .39 :::: .002 .019x.26:::: .005 .070 x .24 = .017 0.024 (.02) 

_0. 
Stock too high 0.051 x.39:::: .019 .02 x.26 = .005 .070 x.24 = .017 0.041 (.04) 
Lack of Purchasing control 0.028 x .39 = .011 .008 x .26 :::: .002 .069 x .24 :::: .017 0.03 (.03) 
Marerial usage not controlled 0.Q16 x.39 .006 .019 x .26 = .005 .020 x .24 = .005 0.016 (.03) 

Wrong ma1l.lntsrior quality 0.04 x .39 :::: .016 .023 x .26 - .006 .023 x .24 =.006 0.028 (.03) 
Excessiw scrap 0.065 x .39 :::: .025 .034 x .26 - .em .045 x .24 :::: .011 0.045 (.05) 

Excessive rework .034 x .26 :::: .em 0.043 (.04) 

! Insufficient Training 0.018 x .39:::: .007 .098 x .26 :::: .026 .050 x .24 :::: .012 0.045 (.05) 

Low motivation 0.038 x .39 :::: .015 .103 x.26 .027 0.058 (.06) 
Age of Workforce 0.042 x .39 :::: .016 .090 x .26 - .024 .013x .24 .003 0.043 (.04) 

No retunr investment - people .097 x .26 :::: .025 0.038 (.04) I 
Unsuitable Environment 0.023 x .39 :::: .em .075 x .26 :::: .002 0.017 (.02) 

Low Education 0.024 x .39 = .em .082 x .26 :::: .021 0.039 (.04) 
Business mix wrong 0.058 x .39 :::: .023 .016 x .26 = .004 .060 x .24 = .014 0.041 (.04) 

Wrong business to be in 0.067 x .39 - .026 .016 x.26:::: .004 .060 x .24 = .014 0.044 (.04) 

Costing method is wrong 0.092 x .39 = .036 .041 x.26 ;; .011 .091 x .24 ;; .022 0.069 (.07) 

Bad Management 0.057 x .39 = .022 .040 x.26;; .101 .021 x .24 ;; .005 0.037 (.04) 
Wrong Organisation 0.037 x .39 = .014 .040 x.26:::: .010 .028 x .24 ;; .007 0.068 (.07) 
Low Productivity 0.007 x .39 = .038 .052 x .26 = .011 .035 x .24 ;; .008 0.024 (.02) 
Insufficient feedback loops 0.014 x .39;; .005 .042x.26=oD =.008 0.024 (.02) 
Colurm Total 0.39 0.253 0.245 Grand 

Total 
0.888 
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BUSINESS PLAN SOURCE: E. TODD BUSINESS PLAN ITEM: TONNAGE CONTROL GRAPh 
Control graph for fiscal year 1996/7 .. 
I ~ . " 

Control graph No. 
-- .90 .... 

J.R. - TONNAGE 

Target value Target level GOOD .. -

First trarget value: 

"atf ~.C.l. + 

~.C.L. - 10°..4. 

r-as~ ~arget value: 1 69 .. 

"alf W.C.L. + 

.C.l. - 10°..4. 

Definition formula of control item 
. 51.5· .... 
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Establishment of Strong "Product-Making" Plant 
(STEP diagnosis standard) 

3rd Ste 4th Step 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1.0) a(O.5) I b(1.0) 

Role of 
each class 

Role of Top 
Management and 
its execution. 

Role of General 
Manager and its 
execution. 

1Y0u can get 2nd ou can get 3rd 
STEP a when Top STEP a when 
Management has General Manager has 
regotiated sucessfully egotiated sucessfully 
rwith related departments ith related departments 
o support the stated 0 support the stated 

objective. objective. 

Role of Manager 
and its execution 

Role of Foreman 
and its execution 

!fou can get 4th ou can get 5th 
STEP a when a Manager STEP a when Foreman 
acts as leader to have acts as leader to have 
elated departments elated departments 
ake action ake action 

his process of his process of Manager is taking the Foreman Executed GK 
(Cooperation maturity is recorded in maturity is recorded in leadership to improve activity in his own re-
among related minutes and shows the minutes and shows the QCD Engineering is pre- sponsible range. 

depts) measures taken and that measures taken and that paring C/J for QCD 
___ ~>~ op Management has General Manager has improvement activity 

aken the lead. aken the lead. and execute. 
--------

a. Procedure as system or documentation is compiled. 
b. Job defined by the above "procedure" is being executed. 

5th Step 
a(O.5) I b(1.0) 

Role of each worker 
and its execution 

Kaizen activities are 
jcarri ed out under the 
parti ci pati on of the 
most workers. 

» 
"0 
"0 
C'j) 
:::l 
C. 
x' ...... 
I'VW 
I'VU"I 
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FACSIMILE 

TENTION : MR SA TO DATE: 08-0ct-96 

X : 0981 335452328 

NISSAN SOUTH AFRICA 

STAMPING PLANT PRODUCTIVITY DATA - 1996 

LINE 3 - ROI/ETTA MACHINES 

). PARAMETERS JUL AUG SEP OCT 

TOTAL WORKING TIME ( HRS ) 987.5 1483.5 792 
POSSIBLE PRESS RUN ( HRS ) 922.789 1385.36 772.92 
SCHEDULED STOP ( HRS ) 64.7115 98.1387 19.08 
ACTUAL PRESS RUN ( HRS ) 540.77 698.48 398.8 
DOWNTIME ( HRS I 382.019 686.881 374.12 
DIE SETTING TIME ( HRS ) 136.88 174.98 • 95.283 
RUN POSSIBLE RATIO ( % ) [2/1] 93.4469 93.3847 97.5909 
OP. EFFICIENCY RATIO ( % ) [411 1 54.7615 47.0832. 50.3535 
ACTUAL OP. RATIO ( % ) [4/2] 58.6017 50.4186 51.5965 

) DOWNTIME RATIO ( %) [5/21 41.3983 49.5814 48.4035 

1 PRODUCTION QUANTITY ( STROKES) 129809 172014 86513 

2 360 HR CAPABILITY ( STROKES) [11 12 +3601 50641.3 44699.6 40294.8 
3 AVERAGE STROKES ( SPM ) [(11/4)/601 4.00 4.10 3.62 
~ NUMBER OF DIE CHANGES 147 159 ! 101 
5 AVE. DIE CHANGE TIME ( MIN) [6/141 55.87 66.03 56.60 

LINE 4 - WILKINS & MITCHELL MACHINES 

). PARAMETERS JUL AUG SEP OCT 

TOTAL WQRKING TIME ( HRS I 1106 1260 612 
, POSSIBLE PRESS RUN ( HRS ) 1032.4 7 1175.58 571.17 
I SCHEDULED STOP ( HRS ) 73.53 84.4223 40.83 
, ACTUAL PRESS RUN ( HRS ) 627.73 636.33 419.2 , 
j DOWNTIME ( HRS ) 404.74 539.248 151.97 
) DIE SETTING TIME ( HRS ) 110.87 120.9 i 54.533 
1 RUN POSSIBLE RATIO ( % ) [2/1} 93.3517 93.2998 93.3284 
l OP. EFFICIENCY RATIO ( % ) [4/1] 56.7568 50.5024 68.4967 
~ ACTUAL OP. RATIO ( % ) [4/2] 60.7989 54.1291 73.3932 
0 DOWNTIME RATIO ( %) [5/21 39.2011 45.8709 26.6068 
1 PRODUCTION QUANTITY ( STROKES) 131399 136609 83481 
2 360 HR CAPABILITY (STROKES) [11/2·3601 45816 41834.1 52616.8 
3 AVERAGE STROKES (SPM ) [(11/4)/60} 3.49 3.58 3.32 
4 NUMBER OF DIE CHANGES 108 123 68 

-.----.----~- .. --- --
~ AVE. DIE CHANGE TIME (MIN) (6/14) 61.59 58.98 48.12 

L 

JAPOOWN.XLS 

i 
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SECTION NUMBER OF 
EMPLOYEES 

Press Shop 251 

Metal Finish 11 
Guillotine 12 
Hemming Areas 20 
Warehouse 16 

Plant 27 
Maintenance 
Tool & Die 2 
Maintenance 
Inventory 26 
Control 
Planning 10 

Quality Eng. 27 

Assembly 74 
Product 
Oiling & 43 
Packing 
AWChassis 46 

.............. ~ ..... 

REF NO. PM(B)2 

NISSAN STAMPING PLANT 

TOTAL HEADCOUNT - 565 
PERCENTAGE RESIDENCE DISTANCE 

44,42% Soshanguve & Bethanie 
Mabopane & Klipgat 
Ga-Rankuwa (52 Km) 

1,94% Soshanguve & Mabopane (18 Km) 
2,12% Ga-Rankuwa & Mabopane (16 Km) 
},53% Mamelodi & Mabopane (36 Km) 
2,83% Lethabile, Ga-Rankuwa & Mabopane (25 

Km) 
4,77% Madidi, Klipgat, Ga-Rankuwa & Mabopane 

(16 Km) 
0,35% Ga-Rankuwa & Letlhabile (25 Km) 

4,60% Soshanguve, Mabopane, Ga-Rankuwa & 
Mothutuing (27 Km) 

1,76% Ga-Rankuwa, Madidi & Klipgat 
(16 Km) 

4,77% Hammanskraal, Soshanguve & Mabopane 
(42 Km) 

13,09% Mabopane, Ga-Rankuwa, Soshanguve & 
Klipgat (18 Km) 

7,61% Soshanguve, Ga-Rankuwa & Mabopane 
(18 Km) 

8,14% Soshanguwe, Ga-Rankuwa & Mabopane 
(18 Km) 

MODE OF 
TRANSPORT 
Train, Bus, Taxi & Lift 
Club 

Taxi & Lift Club 
Bus, Taxi & Lift Club 
Bus & Taxi 
Bus & Taxi : 

I 

Train, Bus & Taxi 

Car (Own Transport) 

• Bus & Taxi 

Bus, Taxi & Lift Club 

Train, Bus & Taxi 

Train, Bus & Taxi 

Bus, Taxi & Lift Club 

..... ~ 

Bus, Taxi & Lift C~b:g 
~ CD 

::::l 
-Q.-

x ..... 
NW 
OlCO 
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AUC 

KWH CONSUMPTION 

KWH/STROKE 

orizontal Dotted Line) 

0,71 I(W/-I/~ 
PII£P.\JU:O DY H. BR££OT I GROUP Pt.vn' ENGINEERJNG 

OCT 

_KWH I snOKE I 
CKWH/ST"R:OKE UN 

NOV OEC 
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STAMPING DIVISION 
INCOME STATEMENT June-1996 

(R OOO's) 

MONTH 1 1 YEAR TO DATE 

f,CTUAL f3UDGET tvARIANCE ~REVIOUS II-\CTUAL f3UDGET . tJARIANCE rOMP FIG 
t.10NTH I I I .. .. . . 1994 

.• • I 

(4,015)7,755 11,770 119,944 
lu,!, _ _ 

TURNOVER 12,132 134,825 (14,103)120,722 
o 

5,591 1,876 6,090 63,282MATERIALS ISSUED 2-'tS ~ . '1---J,715 64,63956,671 . 7,968. 
. 351 (133)(351 ) o (4,257)W.I.P. MOVEMENT o1,914 " (1,9.14) 

o 
6,1756,179 (1,788) 60,919*GROSS CONTRIBUTION 4,391 . 62,137 70,186 

o 
2,286 713 2,394 25,073MANUFACTURING COSTS 1,573 27,592 2,519 23,417 

o 
3,893 (1,075) 3,781 37,064* GROSS PROFIT 2,818 42,594 37,502(5,530) 

31%36% 33% 31% 32%% OF TURNOVER 31% 

37,565FIXED COSTS 3,017 3,263 H246 · 3,385 37,995 t=-!" 430 34,089 
34,8092,942 56 3,109 34,436 (3 31,236 r 

DEPRECIATION 
2,886OVERHEADS :·1 

321 190 . ' 276 2,756 3,559 803 2,853131 
o 

630 (829) 396 4,599 (5,100) 3,413(501)* CONTRIBUTION (199) 
c...P"~ o .~ ~'J _.-, -r(15) I) 

108 (123) 78 1,303 182 1,2841,485OTHER INCOME 
-T/", L-/

V\/~ I ~ (214) 
5,902 (4,918) 4,697738 (952) 474 984*PROFIT I(LOSS) BEFORE TAX 

\'" 79 (286) 365 (175) (367) (2,227) 1,860 (1,643)TAXATION 
o 

452 (587) 299 617 3,675 (3,058) 3,054* PROFIT/(LOSS) BEFORE DIVIDEND ( 135) 
DIVIDEND (34) 113 147 75 154 920 

o 
766 

RETAINED PROFIT/(lOSS) (101 ) 339 (440) 224 463 2,755 (2,292) 3,054 

I, 
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